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Abstract
The etiology of juvenile idiopathic arthritis (JIA) is still unknown but genetic and enviromental
factors play role in the pathogenesis. The aim of the study was to detect endoscopic and
immunohistological changes in the gut in JIA compared with the controls and potential correlation
of mucosal immunological activation with clinical activity of JIA. JIA patients (n=26) and
negative controls (n=71) suffering from gastrointestinal symptoms without significant
gastrointestinal disease were recruited for the study. Positive controls were patients with cows
milk protein sensitive enteropathy (n=24). The intraepithelial lymphocytes counts, cytotoxic
(granzyme A, B) and gamma/delta T-cell count and HLA-DR antigens were evaluated by using
immunohistochemistry and messenger RNA expression levels of important immune mediators
were assessed with real time PCR (RT-PCR) from fresh frozen intestinal mucosal samples.
In JIA compared with negative controls, there was increased presence of lymphonodular
hyperplasia and expression of HLA-DR antigens in abnormal mucosal cites, in crypts of the ileum.
These changes were correlating with activity of JIA. In JIA compared with negative controls, there
were found elevated granzyme B but decreased cytoprotective heat shock protein expression. The
mRNA expression levels of anti- inflammatory mediators like TGFβ, IL10 and transcriptor factor
of regulatory T-cells FOXP3, inversely correlated with activity of JIA.
In conclusion, patients with JIA suffering from gastrointestinal symptoms display evidence of
intestinal mucosal immune activation and there is an association between levels of mucosal
immune alteration and clinical activity of JIA. These findings support the hypothesis that there is
a link between the intestinal immune system and pathogenesis of juvenile idiopathic arthritis. In
order to confirm these findings, more extensive series of JIA patients without gastrointestinal
symptoms needs to be examined.

Keywords: mucosa, duodenum, HLA-DR, ileum, juvenile idiopathic arthritis,
lymphonodular hyperplasia, regulatory T-cells

Arvonen, Miika, Suolen limakalvon immunologisen aktivaation merkitys
lastenreumassa.
Oulun yliopiston tutkijakoulu; Oulun yliopisto, Lääketieteellinen tiedekunta, Kliinisen
lääketieteen laitos, Lastentaudit; Diagnostiikan laitos, Patologia, PL 5000, 90014 Oulun
yliopisto; Oulun yliopistollinen sairaala, Kajaanintie 50, 90220 OYS
Acta Univ. Oul. D 1204, 2013
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Tiivistelmä
Lastenreuman tautimekanismi on tuntematon. Geneettiset ominaisuudet ja ympäristötekijät ovat
yhteydessä taudin syntyyn. Tutkimuksen tavoitteena oli selvittää, onko suolen limakalvolla
endoskooppisia tai immunohistologisia muutoksia enemmän lastenreumassa kuin kontrolleilla,
ja että liittyvätkö muutokset niveltaudin aktiivisuuteen. Tutkimukseen otettiin 26 suolioireista
lastenreumapotilasta, 76 verrokkia joilla ei ollut autoimmuunisairautta sekä 24 viivästynyttä
maitoallergiaa sairastavaa lasta, joille tehtiin suolen tähystystutkimus. Ohutsuolinäytteistä arvioitiin immunohistologisesti solunsisäisten lymfosyyttien, gamma/delta-positiivisten lymfosyyttien sekä sytotoksisten (grantsyymi-A ja -B) lymfosyyttien määrä. Lisäksi määritettiin immunohistologisesti ohutsuolen limakalvon epiteelisolujen HLA-DR- antigeenien ja epiteelisolua
suojaavien lämpöshokkiproteiinien ilmenemistä sekä käänteis-PCR-menetelmällä keskeisten
välttäjäaineiden lähetti-RNA-tasoja.
Tutkimuksessa lastenreumaa sairastavilla esiintyi enemmän suolen imukudoskertymää (lymfonodulaarinen hyperplasia) negatiiviseen verrokkiryhmään nähden sekä HLA-DR antigeenejä
epätyypillisellä alueella ohutsuolen loppuosan limakalvon kryptassa. Nämä löydökset olivat
yhteydessä lastenreuman aktiivisuuteen. Lastenreumassa oli verrokkeja enemmän sytotoksisia
lymfosyyttejä ja vähemmän lämpöshokkiproteiineja. Tulehdusta suojaavat lähetti- RNA-tasot
korreloivat käänteisesti lastenreumataudin aktiivisuuteen.
Väitöstutkimuksen suolioireisilla lastenreumapotilailla oli suolen limakalvolla muutoksia,
jotka sopivat poikkeavaan antigeenien käsittelyyn. Nämä löydökset tukevat hypoteesia, että lastenreumassa suolen limakalvon immunologinen aktivaatio on yhteydessä taudin puhkeamiseen.
Jotta tulokset voisi yleistää, tarvittaisiin jatkotutkimus, joka on tehty suolioireettomilla lastenreumapotilailla ja riittävällä otoskoolla.

Asiasanat: HLA-DR, lastenreuma, limakalvo, lymfonodulaarinen hyperplasia,
ohutsuoli, regulatoriset T-solut
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1

Introduction

Juvenile idiopathic arthritis (JIA) is a heterogeneous disorder encompassing all
forms of arthritis which begin before the age of 16 and persist for more than six
weeks with no known origin (Petty et al. 2004). Although JIA is a quite rare disorder,
it is the most common chronic arthritis of childhood (Riise et al. 2008). The JIA
subtypes display a variety of clinical features reflecting distinct immunopathogenic
processes. In the pathogenesis of JIA environmental factors and antigen presentation
play a role, because JIA is associated with certain HLA alleles (Gowdie & Tse
2012). Nonetheless, there is little information available about environmental–host
interactions in JIA and especially sites of pathogenic host-interactions which can
trigger and then maintain inflammation.
The intestinal mucosa is the largest immune organ encountering continuously
enormous amounts of diverse environmental antigens every day. Already in
seventies, experimental studies have highlighted the importance of intestinal
microbial antigens in host immune homeostasis (Kohashi et al. 1979). In these
experiments, rats raised in germ-free conditions were observed to develop severe
joint inflammation compared with conventionally raised rats (Kohashi et al. 1979).
The antigens which come into contact with the epithelial cells in intestinal mucosa
drive not only inflammatory (Wu et al. 2010) but also regulatory responses (Round
et al. 2011, O’Mahony et al. 2008). According to this, there is contradictory data
of microbial driven intestinal innate immune responses in the pathogenesis of JIA
(Round et al. 2011, Saxena et al. 2006).
Reports of the intestinal histologic changes not related to medication were
addressed only in a subgroup of JIA, enthesitis related arthritis (ERA) (Conti et al.
2005, Mielants et al. 1993), where in other subtypes of JIA, studies have focussed
mainly on the adverse effects of the medical therapy (Ashorn et al. 2003). Increased
intestinal permeability (Picco et al. 2000), and increased faecal urease activity
possibly related to disturbances in faecal intestinal flora, have been observed in JIA
(Malin et al. 1996). Also in type 1 diabetes, permeability changes and intestinal
immune activation is linked to disease pathogenesis (Bosi et al. 2006, Vaarala et
al. 2008).
At the onset of the collection of the patient samples for this thesis, there was
no published data available about the extent and types of potential abnormalities
in the intestinal immune system in JIA. Accordingly, it was decided to use the
markers and analyses which had shown promise in research of intestinal changes
found in type 1 diabetes, in delayed type of food allergy and in celiac disease
17

and markers like heat shock proteins, which showed interesting in relation to
pathogenesis of JIA but had not been studied in intestinal mucosa in JIA but in
inflammatory bowel diseases (IBD) (Hu et al. 2007, Rodolico et al. 2010). In
addition, immunological markers which encompass immune functions for the
handling of intestine environmental antigens (mostly food proteins in the upper
part of small intestinal channel and microbial antigens in the lower part) were
selected for the study. The controversial reports of the intestinal microbial flora
driving asymptomatic intestinal inflammation in JIA (Saxena et al. 2006) but also
regulatory signalling via innate immune pathways (Round et al. 2011) leaded to
investigate also the intestinal toll-like-receptor signalling in JIA. Accordingly, the
study design focused on the intestinal cells encountering with intestinal antigens
(e.g. intraepithelial lymphocytes), and to monitor the responses of these cells (e.g.
cytotoxic responses), as well as examining the interactions between innate and
adaptive immunity induced by intestinal antigens (e.g. TLR expression and HLADR) and finally to study relation of these markers to clinical activity of JIA.
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2

Review of the literature

2.1

Definition and subtypes of juvenile idiopathic arthritis

The realization that there are different categories of juvenile idiopathic arthritis has
improved our understanding of the cause and development of the many forms of
the childhood chronic arthritis (Prakken et al. 2011). By definition, JIA covers all
forms of arthritis that begin before the age of 16 years, persist for more than six
weeks, and are of unknown cause. The International League of Associations for
Rheumatology (ILAR) has provided the most recent classification of JIA (Petty
et al. 2004). In Table 1 are described ILAR inclusion and exclusion criteria of the
JIA subtypes. In the ILAR classification, JIA is divided into seven subtypes on the
basis of clinical and laboratorial data during the first six months of the disease and
the family history features.
Oligoarthritis and polyarticular JIA are antigen-driven lymphocyte-mediated
autoimmune diseases with an abnormality in the adaptive immune system (Lin et
al. 2011). Systemic JIA appears to be a form of the polygenic autoinflammatory
syndrome because it shows no consistent association with autoantibodies or human
leukocyte antigen types (HLA) but intensive activation of the innate immune system
(Prakken et al. 2011, Lin et al. 2011). Even though there are increases in the synovial
fluid TNFα concentrations, the response to anti-TNF treatment in systemic JIA is
less favourable than in other forms of JIA, although IL1 (Nigrovic et al. 2011) and
IL-6 blockers (Yokota et al. 2005, Nishimoto et al. 2007) are rather efficacious.
The importance of IL1 in the pathogenesis of systemic JIA (Lin et al. 2011) is well
documented, and there have been proposals to divide systemic JIA into two subgroups
according to the response to IL-1 blockers (De Benedetti & Martini 1998).
Rheumatoid factor (RF) positive polyarthritis, is the form of juvenile idiopathic
arthritis that usually exhibits positivity for antibodies to cyclic citrullinated peptides
(van Rossum et al. 2003), and it is considered to resemble adult RF positive
rheumatoid arthritis (Prakken et al. 2011).
In contrast, RF negative polyarthritis (seronegative polyarthritis) is a
heterogeneous form of juvenile idiopathic arthritis with at least two subsets. One
subset shares features with the adult-onset RF negative rheumatoid arthritis i.e.
being characterized by a symmetric synovitis of the large and small joints and the
absence of ANA (Prakken et al. 2011).
Oligoarthritis is divided into two subgroups. In persistent oligoarthritis, the
disease is confined to four or fewer joints but in extended oligoarthritis, the arthritis
19

extends to more than four joints after the first 6 months of disease (Petty et al.
2004). Patients with both categories have similar clinical characteristics such as
age at onset, sex ratio, asymmetry of articular involvement, and the frequency of
iridocyclitis and ANA positivity, which strongly suggests that these two categories
differ only in terms of severity (Ravelli et al. 2005). ANA-positive RF-negative
polyarthritis shares also many clinical features with ANA positive oligoarthritis
(Ravelli & Martini 2007). The similarities in the clinical characteristics but the
differences in the disease outcome in persistent oligoarthritis compared to extended
oligoarthritis and seronegative polyarthritis means that these JIA groups represent
important comparison groups in studies investigating prognostic immunological
factors (Prakken et al. 2011).
There is some inconsistency in the definition of JIA subtype, enthesitis-related
arthritis (ERA) (Fantini 2001). A diagnosis of IBD does not lead to exclusion of
the possibility that patient can have ERA as according to the ILAR criteria (Petty et
al. 2004), IBD is only a descriptor of juvenile ERA. However, there is increasing
evidence that IBD has a role in the pathogenesis of juvenile ERA (Conti et al.
2005). This is in conflict with the current overall definition of the JIA, which only
refers to arthritis of unknown origin.
2.2

Epidemiology of juvenile idiopathic arthritis and other arthritis

The prevalence of juvenile idiopathic arthritis has been estimated to be about 100/
100 000 (Andersson Gare 1999, Moe & Rygg 1998). According to the incidence
figures (Kaipiainen-Seppanen & Savolainen 2001) and the average age of JIA onset
of around 7.5 years of age, the prevalence in Finland would be about 132/100 000.
The incidence of JIA in Finland was 19.5/100 000 in 1995 (Kaipiainen-Seppanen
& Savolainen 2001). The overall incidence of JIA during 1997- 1999 in the
Scandinavian countries was 15/100 000/year, although slightly higher in Finland,
21/100,000/year (Berntson et al. 2003). In the same Scandinavian cohort of 500
patients (Nordal et al. 2011) the disease onset of JIA was defined as the “date
when the child, according to anamnestic information, fulfilled the criteria for active
arthritis or experienced the onset of systemic features, not necessarily confirmed by
a physician”. According to this definition (Nordal et al. 2011), the onset of JIA was
5.5 (2.5–9.7) years although it varies depending on the JIA subgroup. The onset of
oligoarthritis is most common at a young age but systemic JIA (11.7; 9.5–13.2) and
enthesitis related arthritis (10.5;8.6–12.3) occur at a substantially later age (Nordal
et al. 2011).
20
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The presence of IgM rheumatoid factor on at least 2 occasions at least 3 months apart.
The presence of systemic JIA in the patient.

e

Arthritis that fulfills criteria in no category or in 2 or more of the categories 1-6.

Undifferentiated arthritis

d

Arthritis and psoriasis, or arthritis and at least two of the following: dactylitis, nail pitting or onycholysis,
psoriasis in a first-degree relative. Exclusions: b, c, d, e.

Psoriatic arthritis

Ankylosing spondylitis, enthesitis related arthritis, sacroiliitis with inflammatory bowel disease, Reiter’s
syndrome, or acute uveitis, or a history of one of these disorders in a first-degree relative.

Arthritis and enthesitis or arthritis or enthesitis with 2 of following: a history of sacroiliac joint tenderness and/
or inflammatory lumbosacral pain, the presence of HLA-B27 antigen, the onset of arthritis in a male over six
years of age, HLA- B27 associated diseases in a first-degree relative. Exclusion: a, d, e.

Enthesitis related arthritis

c

Arthritis in one or more joints with or preceding fever of at least two weeks’ duration that is documented to be
daily for at least three days, accompanied by transient salmon colored rash, hepatomegaly, splenomegaly,
generalised lymphadenopathy or serositis. Exclusion a, b, c, d.

Systemic arthritis

Arthritis in an HLA-B27 positive male beginning after the 6th birthday.

Arthritis in ≥5 joints during the 1st 6 mo and RF-positive at least 2 times at least 3 month apart during the 1st
6 months. Exclusion a,b,c,e

Seropositive polyarthritis

b

Arthritis in ≥5 joints during the 1st 6 months, RF- negative. Exclusion a, b, c, d, e

Seronegative polyarthritis

Psoriasis or a history of psoriasis in the patient or first degree relative.

Arthritis in 1-4 joints during the 1st 6 months. Exclusions: a, b, c, d, e

Oligoarthritis

a

Inclusion criteria and exclusion categories

Subtype & Exclusion

11-21%

2-11%

3-11%

4-17%

2-7%

11-28%

27-56%

Frequency

Table 1. A criterion for JIA subtypes, exclusion categories (Petty et al. 2004) and frequency (%) (Ravelli & Martini 2007).

Riise et al. categorized the incidence of different subgroups of childhood arthritis
in a Norwegian prospective cohort (n=182) (Riise et al. 2008). They estimated
that the annual incidence of arthritis was 71/100 000. The most prevalent cause
was transient arthritis (43/100 000), the next largest group was JIA (14/100 000)
followed by postinfectious arthritis (9/100 000) and infectious arthritis (5/100 000)
(Riise et al. 2008).
2.3

Gastrointestinal abnormalities in juvenile idiopathic arthritis

Studies investigating the gastrointestinal abnormalities in JIA have focused mainly
on the subgroup of patients with enthesitis related arthritis (Mielants et al. 1993,
Conti et al. 2005, Lionetti et al. 2000). These studies have revealed both unspecific
endoscopic and histologic findings and IBD (Conti et al. 2005, Lionetti et al. 2000).
There are no reports of a pathogenic role of gastrointestinal manifestation in other
forms of JIA. Previously neither the onset nor an exacerbation of oligoarthritis or
polyarticular JIA have been associated with gastrointestinal inflammation, although
these subgroups are antigen driven autoimmune diseases and intestinal mucosa is
the largest site of antigenic lymphocyte activation. Principally, intestinal mucosal
antigens could mimic in molecular terms self-antigens. Moreover intestinal mucosa
is a potential site of non-specific bystander activation (Puga Yung et al. 2009) and
polyclonal lymphocyte activation (Shiobara et al. 2007).
There is only fragmentary information about the gastrointestinal symptoms
in JIA. Ashorn et al. reported gastrointestinal symptoms with JIA before any
provision of medication in 18% (8/45) of their patients (Ashorn et al. 2003). It is
well known that antirheumatic medication, such as non-steroidal anti-inflammatory
drugs (NSAIDs), methotrexate and corticosteroids, may evoke intestinal symptoms
(Brunner et al. 2005, Ashorn et al. 2003). Brunner et al. studied gastrointestinalsymptoms with a questionnaire in JIA patients taking second line medication
(methotrexate or corticosteroids or a TNF-alpha modulator). Gastrointestinal
symptoms had occurred in 58% (45/76) of the patients vs. 13% in healthy control
group during follow- up (Brunner et al. 2005). In the study, the gastrointestinal
symptoms experienced by JIA patients included abdominal pain (22%), nausea
(22%), diarrhoea (6%), constipation (8%), dyspepsia 8%, vomiting (3%) and
anorexia (1%). Intestinal symptoms were not related to JIA disease activity
(Brunner et al. 2005). 2005 Weber et al. reported abdominal pain in 39% (16/41)
of patients with JIA with a frequency at least once a month and in 27% (11/41) of
the patients at least once a week. In addition, dyspepsia, vomiting, loss of appetite,
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flatulence, regurgitation or retrosternal pain occurred occasionally (Weber et al.
2003). Ashorn et al. reported abdominal pain after the start of the non-steroidal
anti-inflammatory drug treatment in 43% (16/37) of the JIA patients who had not
suffered any symptoms before medication (Ashorn et al. 2003). These figures of
gastrointestinal symptoms are rather high, compared with the general population
(Singareddy et al. 2009). An American study (Singareddy et al. 2009) investigated
gastrointestinal symptoms in healthy children aged 5-12(n=565). Seven% of these
complained of abdominal pain and 2% regurgitation / vomiting (Singareddy et al.
2009).
2.3.1 Intestinal structural and functional abnormalities in JIA
There is some information about gastrointestinal findings in seronegative
spondyloarthropathy in children with gastrointestinal symptoms (Conti et al. 2005,
Mielants et al. 1993). In the study of Mielants (Mielants et al. 1993), unspecific
inflammation in the ileum and colon was observed in the juvenile pauciarthritis (i.e.
oligoarthritis in the new classification) many of them having features of ERA. In
that study, ileocolonoscopy with biopsy of colon and terminal ileum was performed
in 12 patients and in 9 there was evidence of inflammatory gut lesions (Mielants et
al. 1993). The series studied by Conti et al. (Conti et al. 2005) consisted of children
primarily referred to a paediatric gastroenterology department for symptoms
suggestive for IBD (n=129). Because almost a fourth (n=31) of these patients
also had the signs of axial and/or peripheral arthropathy, they were examined by a
rheumatologist and diagnosed with either spondyloarthropathy or undifferentiated
arthritis (personal information by F. Conti, 2012). The classification was based
on the European Spondyloarthropathy Study Group criteria, which have been
validated also in children (Dougados et al. 1991). The rheumatologic assessment
included X-ray examinations and magnetic resonance imaging of the sacroiliac
joints. Only 22% (7/31) of the children had a classical IBD (4 ulcerative colitis, 3
Crohn’s disease) and most these children (6/7) had spondylarthritis. A substantial
minority 39% (12/31) of the children, had indeterminate colitis, and among them 8
had spondyloarthritis and 4 undifferentiated arthritis. Lymphonodular hyperplasia
in the distal ileum was the main finding in 39% (12/31) patients, including 5 with
spondyloarthropathy (Conti et al. 2005), and 7 with unspecific arthritis (personal
information by F. Conti, 2011). In the original data (Conti et al. 2005), there was
no information available on whether some of the patients fulfilled criteria of other
forms of JIA in addition to ERA according to ILAR criteria (Petty et al. 2004).
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Lionetti and his colleagues studied intestinal inflammation with 99m technetium
leukocyte abdominal scintigraphy in patients with HLA-B27 positive juvenile
onset active spondyloarthropathy without gastrointestinal symptoms (Lionetti et
al. 2000). This technique has good specificity but poor sensitivity (Lachter et al.
2003) and subsequently it has not been widely used in this context. In the study
of Lionetti (Lionetti et al. 2000), an increased uptake of labelled leukocytes was
detected in 13 of 27 patients. All patients with positive scintigraphy exhibited active
joint disease but none of the patients with inactive disease had positive scanning
results. Ileocolonoscopy was performed in the patients with positive scan results
but 11/13 with positive leukocyte scans showed no macroscopic involvement of
IBD although the histology revealed unspecific inflammatory changes in 10/12 of
the patients, e.g. slight infiltration of lymphocytes, granulocytes and plasma cells
in the lamina propria (Lionetti et al. 2000).
The group of Ashorn (Ashorn et al. 2003) performed an upper endoscopy
examination on 45 children with JIA. All of the children were being treated
with NSAIDs but nearly half of them (21/45) had no gastrointestinal symptoms.
Macroscopically and histologically normal gastric and duodenal mucosa was
observed in 19 patients (42%), but histologically mild chronic gastritis was present in
20 patients. Active antral helicobacter positive gastritis was evident in two patients.
Abnormal gastroduodenoscopy findings of various degrees were associated with
abdominal pain: 75% of symptomatic patients had findings compared with 38%
of asymptomatic patients (p=0.017, Fisher’s test). The use of NSAIDs 3 months
before gastroscopy did not correlate with gastroscopy findings (Ashorn et al. 2003).
Of the anti-TNF drugs used in rheumatic diseases, infliximab and analimumab
are also effective in Crohn’s disease, but etanercept is ineffective. There has been
concern about the development of IBD during, anti-TNF-α- treatment, especially
etanercept therapy in JIA patients (Dallocchio et al. 2010, van Dijken et al. 2011,
Tarkiainen et al. 2011). In the multinational registry study of Dijken and co-workers,
the incidence of IBD in JIA patients using etanercept was 362 per 100,000 patientyears, which was 43 times higher than in the general paediatric population. The
authors suggest that etanercept could have caused IBD in these patients (van Dijken
et al. 2011). This assumption is supported by a report that there is counterregulatory
increase in TNF-α+ T-cells during etanercept treatment in adult spondyloarthropathy
(Zou et al. 2003). On the other hand, it is possible that asymptomatic gut wall
inflammation had been present before etanercept treatment in some of these patients,
since the minimum time between the start of etanercept treatment for JIA and the first
appearance of IBD symptoms was only 9 days (van Dijken et al. 2011).
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Faecal calprotectin can be used as a non-invasive marker for the screening of IBD
and other intestinal illnesses (Gisbert & McNicholl 2009) and it has also has been
studied in JIA (Stoll et al. 2011). Calprotectin is a calcium-binding protein derived
predominantly from neutrophils and its presence in faeces is directly proportional
to the extent of neutrophil migration into the intestine (Gisbert & McNicholl
2009). During the first year of life faecal calprotectin levels are physiologically
increased compared to the levels found in adults (Konikoff & Denson 2006) and
they can also be elevated by treatment with non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs
(Gisbert & McNicholl 2009). In the study of Stoll et al., patients in the paediatric
rheumatology outpatient clinic were followed up for faecal calprotectin levels (Stoll
et al. 2011). The faecal calprotectin concentration was elevated (cut-off 121 ug/g)
in 18% (3/17) of children with JIA (other than ERA) and in 67% (6/9) of children
with ERA (Stoll et al. 2011). Among JIA patients with elevated calprotectin values
about 2/3 were using NSAIDs (personal information from Stoll, M.L., 2012) but
in the juvenile ERA subgroup, the use of NSAIDs was not associated with the
elevated faecal calprotectin level. 5 patients (1 polyarthritis, 4 ERA) with elevated
faecal calprotectin levels, were studied with the magnetic resonance enterography
which revealed signs of intestinal inflammation three of the five patients (Stoll et
al. 2012a).
In a Finnish population based study in patients with JIA (Pohjankoski et
al. 2010), the incidence of celiac disease (CD) was 0.7% being slightly higher
compared with the general age-matched paediatric population from official
registers. These figures can be influenced by different recruitment of the groups,
because in the Finnish cohort of the healthy school-aged population, the incidence
of CD was even higher, about 1% (Maki et al. 2003). The incidence of the CD
as co-morbidity of JIA was inexplicable high in Spanish (3.1%; 2/63) (Nuñez et
al. 2011) and Italian cohorts (2.5%; 3/119) (Lepore et al. 1996). In an American
study blood tissue transglutaminase antibody levels were compared in different
subjects, i.e. with juvenile ERA (n=11), other forms of juvenile idiopathic arthritis
(n=31) or other non-inflammatory musculoskeletal diseases (n=10) (Stoll et al.
2012b). Transglutaminase antibody levels were elevated among children with ERA
in comparison with the other subtypes of JIA (n=31; 2.8, 1.5 – 5.9) and the noninflammatory controls (1.5, 0.82 – 12; p=0.017) (Stoll et al. 2012b). Interestingly,
an Italian case study described an 11-year old boy, whose first manifestation of
CD was a recurrent monoarthritis which achieved a stable remission when the boy
was given a gluten free diet (Falcini et al. 1999). In adult rheumatoid arthritis there
is a report of in jejunum cross-reactive food antibodies against insoluble gliadin
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(Hvatum et al. 2006). A gluten free vegan diet has been reported to improve the
signs and symptoms of rheumatoid arthritis simultaneously with a reduction of the
antibodies towards food antigens (Hafstrom et al. 2001).
The role of the physiologic barrier function of the small bowel and its possible
involvement in the pathogenesis of autoimmune diseases has attracted much
attention over the past decade (Turley et al. 2005, Vaarala 2008). Non-invasive
in vivo tests can be used to assess gastrointestinal permeability changes. Gastric
permeability can be measured with the sucrose excretion test (Vera et al. 1997)
and intestinal permeability with lactulose/mannitol test (van Elburg et al. 1992,
Generoso et al. 2003). In these procedures, differential urinary excretion can be
measured after orally administered substances. In the lactulose/mannitol (L/M)- test,
the ratio of urinary excretion of a relatively large molecule, lactulose, is compared
with that of a relatively small molecule, mannitol, after their oral ingestion.
Mannitol theoretically enters the cell through the cell membrane, whereas lactulose
goes through the tight junctions. Consequently, the loss of mucosal integrity should
cause increased lactulose absorption, while the loss of absorptive areas decreases
the absorption of mannitol (Fleming et al. 1990). Therefore, intestinal inflammation
would be expected to cause an increase in the L/M ratio. Picco observed increased
intestinal permeability in children with JIA compared with age-matched controls.
The mean L/M ratios were significantly higher in all the subgroups (juvenile
spondyloarthropathy, polyarthritis, oligoarthritis) than in the controls. A logistic
regression analysis revealed a positive correlation between the L/M ratio and the
presence of gastrointestinal manifestations. Many other factors, e.g. the type of
disease, disease activity in the JIA patient group and NSAID administration, did not
significantly influence the L/M ratio (Picco et al. 2000). In the work of Weber et al.,
JIA patients (n=41) displayed a normal L/M ratio but an increased sucrose excretion
test when compared with healthy non-age-matched controls (Weber et al. 2003).
2.4

Arthritis in intestinal diseases

Extraintestinal manifestations are common in juvenile (23-28%) (Jose et al. 2009,
Dotson et al. 2010) and adult IBD (Veloso et al. 1996). In reports of the patients
with juvenile IBD, arthritis preceded the diagnosis of IBD in 1-2% of the patients
(Jose et al. 2009; Dotson et al. 2010). In the follow-up, arthritis was most common
extraintestinal manifestation observed in 4% of the patients (71/1649; 37/1009)
(Jose et al. 2009; Dotson et al. 2010). In adult patient with IBD, arthritis was
reported on 16% (128/792) of the patients (Veloso et al. 1996).
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Some patients with newly diagnosed celiac disease complain of arthralgia and
arthritis is one of the atypical manifestations of celiac disease (Fasano 2005). In a
Dutch cohort of 1006 children with celiac disease, there was one case of juvenile
idiopathic arthritis (Steens et al. 2005). In adults, Lubrano et al. (Lubrano et al.
1996) evaluated the prevalence of articular involvement in 200 consecutive adult
celiac patients and found that arthritis could be detected in 26% of the patients.
The prevalence of arthritis was higher in patients consuming a regular diet (41%)
compared with those on a gluten-free diet (21.6%, p <0.005) (Lubrano et al. 1996).
Rheumatoid arthritis has been described in a patient with autoimmune enteropathy,
(Volta et al. 2006). Autoimmune enteropathy occurs mostly at the paediatric age
and resembles celiac disease but it shows no response to consumption of a glutenfree diet (Volta et al. 2006).
2.4.1 Relation of reactive arthritis to gastrointestinal immune system
The pathogenesis of reactive arthritis, spondyloarthritis and juvenile ERA has been
linked with gastrointestinal immune inflammation (Townes 2010, Jacques et al.
2010, Saxena et al. 2006). Reactive arthritis is defined as an arthritis that occurs
after a distant infection, without any evidence of microorganisms invading the
joint (Ahvonen et al. 1969). Reactive arthritis can be encountered after certain
gastrointestinal or genitourinary infections. The triggering infection is usually
urogenital (Chlamydia trachomatis) or gastrointestinal, especially Yersinia,
Salmonella, Shigella or Campylobacter ssp., but also other infectious species
(Clostridium difficile, Cryptosporidium, Giardia and Strongyloides) may act as
triggers (Townes 2010). Reactive arthritis can be recognized usually after a short
time period between the acute triggering infection and the appearance of the
arthritis which often attacks hips, knees, sacrum or joints of the upper limbs. The
reactive complications dissipate within a few months but some of the patients may
develop chronic musculoskeletal diseases. The clinical picture of reactive arthritis
has much in common with juvenile ERA and adult spondyloarthritis (Townes 2010,
Petty et al. 2004, Jacques et al. 2010). Most patients with both of the entities carry
HLA-B27 serology (Townes 2010, Petty et al. 2004).
It is clear that HLA-B27 serology and intestinal inflammation predisposes
patients to the spondylarthritis. Nonetheless, in the series of ileocolonoscopies
in adult patients with spondyloarthritis (n=65), microscopic gut lesions in
spondyloarhropathy were not associated with HLAB27 serology (Van Praet et al.
2013). Also in the study (Trans et al. 2006) with HLA-B27 transgenic mice, intestinal
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inflammation was not associated with the arthropathy. The authors suggested that B27
misfolding is associated with intestinal inflammation, but neither B27 misfolding
nor intestinal inflammation is critical to the development of B27-associated
arthropathy. It still seems that in HLAB27 associated spondyloarthropathies,
the immunological systems fails to protect against intracellular pathogens in the
mucosal sites including intestinal tract. For instance, HLAB27 serology seems to
predispose to the intracellular persistence of Salmonella within monocytes (Ge et
al. 2012) and antigens can be detected in the joints (Granfors et al. 1989).
2.5

Primary mucosal defence, mucosal barrier and maintenance of
mucosal homeostasis

Mucosal epithelial cells form an interface between the intestinal lumen and the lamina
propria. The mucosal first-line defence system (primary defence) is intended to
prevent the access of excessive quantities of antigens with the underlying lymphoid
tissues, and thus to prevent unnecessary inflammatory reactions (Brandtzaeg
2010b). First layer in the defence system limits direct contact between bacteria and
the epithelium, decreasing the likelihood of tissue invasion (Hooper & Macpherson
2010). The lysozyme enzymes protect the oral mucosa and most of the other
mucous membranes by cleaving the bacterial surface peptidoglycans (Amerongen
& Veerman 2002). Bacterial growth in the upper part of the gastrointestinal tract is
limited because of the presence of hydrochloric acid in the stomach and bile acids,
which dissolve the bacterial cell membranes of many microbes. Intestinal mucosal
surfaces are covered by gel-forming mucins, synthesized by goblet cells. Epithelial
cells are protected by mucins, which prevent direct contact with large particles and
aqueous diffusion layer, so called unstirred layer, which slows the diffusion of ions
and small solutes (Turner 2009).
Antimicrobial proteins from gut epithelial cells represent another important
immune mechanism that limits bacteria–epithelial cell contact (Hooper &
Macpherson 2010). Epithelial cell-derived antimicrobial proteins like defensins,
cathelicidins and C-type lectins can kill bacteria directly by mounting an enzymatic
attack on the bacterial cell wall or inner membrane. All intestinal epithelial cell
lineages including enterocytes, goblet cells and Paneth cells are able to synthetize
antimicrobial proteins (Hooper & Macpherson 2010). In particular, the defensins
from Paneth cells are powerful anti-microbial agents helping to prevent the
microbial invasion (Hooper & Macpherson 2010). In addition, the normal bacterial
flora prevents pathogenic microbial growth in intestine by competing for nutrients
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and binding sites on the mucosa and by excreting antimicrobial agents (Corr et al.
2007). In order to grow, intestinal bacteria need on iron supply but the amount of
free ferric ions is relatively small, because most of the iron is bound to the ironbinding glycoprotein, transferrin (Cherayil 2011).
The intestinal epithelium and the structures involved in intercellular junction’s
forms an active barrier between the external environment and internal tissues
allowing the absorption of nutrients, and even transfer of antigens (Artis 2008, Turner
2009). The simple layer of columnar epithelial cells with the plasma membrane
is impermeable to most hydrophilic solutes (Artis 2008). The paracellular space
is the principal determinant of mucosal permeability. The apically located tight
junction and adherens junctions beneath tight junction, seals the parasellular space
(Turner 2009). Alterations in the tight junctions accompanied by an enlargement of
inter-cellular space have been detected simultaneously with mucosal permeability
failure in patients with type 1 diabetes mellitus (T1DM) (Secondulfo et al. 2004).
Maintenance of the intestinal barrier function is controlled by regulatory T-cells in
conjunction with TGFβ which play an important role in the homeostasis of intestinal
epithelial cells (Izcue et al. 2009). Pro-inflammatory cytokines like IFNγ and IL18
are also regulators of the epithelial barrier function (Adams et al. 1993, Bruewer
et al. 2003). IFNγ increases intestinal permeability through the disruption of tight
junctions (Bruewer et al. 2003). The active form of IL18 is able to maintain the
intestinal barrier in the intraepithelial cells by supporting barrier integrity and cell
proliferation. However, overproduction of IL18 may cause intestinal inflammation
leading to an increase in permeability (Siegmund 2010).
2.6

Innate immunity

Host-bacterial interaction triggers different defence strategies of innate immunity in
different organ compartments (Raz 2007). The same microbes, which may function
as symbionts in the intestinal lumen can evoke fatal peritonitis or sepsis in other
areas of the body (Neish 2009). This is achieved because innate immunity operates
in intestinal mucosa in a type of symbiosis with microbes but in the sterile organs
like spleen or synovia, contact with microbial antigens inevitable triggers to robust
immune reactions (Raz 2007).
Innate immunity is called the second layer of the intestinal barrier because
this system detects and kills any bacteria which have managed to penetrate through
intestinal mucosal surface (Hooper & Macpherson 2010). The innate immune
system, also called the non-specific immune system, comprises the cells and
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mechanisms that defend the host from infection without conferring long-lasting
protective immunity. The innate immune response are induced by motifs conserved
small molecular patterns, so called pathogen-associated molecular patterns
(PAMPs), which are recognized by pattern recognition receptors including tolllike receptors (TLRs) (introduced in chapter 2.7.1). The major functions of the
innate immune system are to act as a physical and chemical barrier to infectious
agents, recruit immune cells, trigger the complement cascade, promote clearance
of dead cells and activate the adaptive immune system through antigen presentation
(Brandtzaeg 2011). Induction of complement activates an enzymatic cascade that,
once initiated, ends with the lysis of the target cell (Ehrnthaller et al. 2011). IgA
plays a dominant role in the humoral defence in the gastrointestinal mucosa.
Because IgA cannot trigger the classical complement pathway, potentially harmful
effects of the complement cascade to the mucosal barrier can be largely avoided.
2.7

Cells of innate immunity

The phagocytising cells, macrophages, neutrophils, basophils, eosinophils and
dendritic cells are crucial parts of the intestinal innate immune system, because of
their effector functions (Mumy & McCormick 2009, Smith et al. 2005, McGhee
et al. 2007, Kunisawa & Kiyono 2010). Macrophages and neutrophils are highly
effective at killing invading pathogens since these cells release microbicidal
products. However, excessive or inappropriate release of these substances may
inflict significant damage on the intestinal epithelium (Mumy & McCormick 2009,
Smith et al. 2005).
Dendritic cells serve as a link between the innate and adaptive immune systems
in the process of antigen presentation (McGhee et al. 2007). Dendritic cells express
MHC molecules on their surface and these allow the cells to present peptide
antigens to the T -lymphocytes and to steer T-cell activation status (McGhee et al.
2007). In addition, the intestinal dendritic cells activate T-cells to express homingreceptors like α4β7 integrin and CCR9 (McGhee et al. 2007). During natural cell
death, dendritic cells inactivate T-cells, which recognize autoantigens, ensuring
central tolerance. An opposite interaction occurs between dendritic and T- cells
during bacterial invasion. In this situation, microbial compounds stimulate dendritic
cells via Toll like receptors to undertake antigen presentation simultaneously with
the release of proinflammatory cytokines (so called secondary activation signal),
which promote lymphocyte differentiation and activation. Thus, “innate immunity
directs the development of adaptive immunity upon antigen challenge” (Raz 2007).
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2.7.1 Toll-like receptors
Toll like receptors (TLRs) are innate immune receptors which recognize the
conserved structures of the microbiota. Toll like receptors are divided into two
subgroups depending on cellular localization and their interaction with PAMPs.
TLR1, TLR2, TLR4, TLR5, TLR6 and TLR11 are expressed on cell surfaces and
recognize mainly microbial membrane components. TLR3, TLR7, and TLR8 are
expressed exclusively in intracellular vesicles such as the endoplasmic reticulum
(ER), and endosomes and lysosomes, where they recognize microbial nucleic acids
(Kawai & Akira 2010).
TLR2 and TLR4 are found enriched on the surface of macrophages, which
detect and phagocyte bacterias in the less microbial-rich intercellular space (Neish
2009) TLR2 is involved in the recognition of a pathogen associated molecular
patterns (PAMPs) derived from bacteria, fungi, parasites and viruses. TLR4
responds to bacterial lipopolysaccharides. TLR5 monitor the basolateral surface of
the epithelium but not the apical luminal surface (Neish 2009). TLR5 recognizes
the flagellin protein component of bacterial flagella. Interestingly, TLR9 is located
on both apical and basolateral sides of normal intraepithelial lymphocytes and
the TLR stimulation mobilizes opposite immune cascades depending on the site
(Lee et al. 2008). In addition to responding to PAMPs, TLRs can be activated
by endogenous host molecules released by dying cells, like heat-shock proteins
(Kawai & Akira 2010).
Most of the TLRs are expressed in antigen presenting cells like dendritic cells
and macrophages. In these cells, TLRs may serve as a bridge between adaptive and
innate immunity. Individual TLRs trigger specific biological responses like specific
cytokine responses (Kawai & Akira 2010) but the responses are highly dependent
on the location in the body (Neish 2009) and the form of the TLR stimulus(Lee et
al. 2008). In addition, repeated TLR ligand exposure causes hyporesponsiveness of
the intraepithelial lymphocytes (Lee et al. 2008). This is especially true in intestinal
luminal site, where TLR recognition usually does not evoke any overt inflammatory
reactions toward commensals (Neish 2009). In mice model of T1DM, intestinal
bacterial compounds, which can trigger TLR2 and TLR4 on dendritic cells,
stimulate production of TGF-β protecting against T1DM (Alyanakian et al. 2006).
Saxena et al. have shown that a proportion of patients with juvenile enthesitis
related arthritis have lymphoproliferative responses against enteric bacteria in the
synovial fluid, a phenomenon previously implicated as the causation of reactive arthritis
(Saxena et al. 2006). Increased numbers of TLR2 and TLR4 expressing synovial fluid
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mononuclear cells have also been detected in the synovium of patients with ERA
(Myles & Aggarwal 2011). This overt TLR signalling might contribute to activation of
innate immune system and to the exacerbation of synovitis (Myles & Aggarwal 2011).
2.7.2 Heat shock proteins in intestinal mucosa
Originally, heat shock proteins were intensively studied in autoimmune diseases
because bacterial HSP antigens could mimic in molecular terms human HSPs and
therefore potentially trigger autoreactivity (Rajaiah & Moudgil 2009). On the other
hand, certain HSPs were demonstrated to stimulate inducible T-cells to develop
regulatory phenotype (Ohue et al. 2011) and also control the activities of effector
T-cells is regulated at the transcriptional level by the heat shock factor 1 (HSF1)
(Anckar & Sistonen 2007, Otaka et al. 2006). During stressful conditions when
protein degeneration occurs, Hsp70 and Hsp90 dissociate from HSF1 and assist
folding of degenerated proteins. Simultaneously free HSF1 binds to the promoter
region of HSP genes, which activates transcription of these genes (Zou et al. 1998,
Shi et al. 1998). Wide variety of stimuli can activate heat shock response including
ultraviolet radiation and viral or bacterial infections. In the intestine, heat shock
protein expression is regulated by luminal antigens, including microbial flora
(Ohue et al. 2011, Ovelgonne et al. 2000, Arvans et al. 2005, Tao et al. 2006).
Although there are many experimental studies investigating HSP expression
in the intestine (Park et al. 2003, Malago et al. 2002), only a few studies have
addressed their role in the human intestine. In IBD, there is contradictory data
about self- heat shock protein expression levels and their effects on mucosal
inflammation (Hu et al. 2007, Rodolico et al. 2010). In the report of Hu et al., IBD
inflammation was associated with the down-regulation of HSP25/27 and HSP70 in
the large intestinal mucosa (Hu et al. 2007).
Heat shock proteins are believed to participate in epithelial cell cytoprotection
(Malago et al. 2002) and the maintenance of barrier function (Musch et al. 1999).
The group of Takada et al. have studied HSP60 and HSP70 cytoprotection in rat
intestinal epithelial cell (Takada et al. 2010). In their study, rat small intestinal
(IEC-6) cells, were transfected with complimentary DNA of human HSP60 or
HSP70 causing overexpression of HSP60- or HSP70 within the intestinal cells.
HSP60 overexpressing but not HSP70 overexpressing cells displayed anti-apoptotic
abilities (Takada et al. 2010).
Intestinal mucosal responses to HSP peptides have not been studied in JIA but
the modulation of intestinal mucosal T-cell response by HSP peptides has been
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studied in mucosal samples from patients with juvenile Crohn’s disease (Puga
Yung et al. 2009). The modality of T-cell response was found to be dependent
on the extent of the mucosal inflammation. In inflamed colon mucosa, the T-cell
response against HSP peptides was skewed towards a proinflammatory phenotype
with TNFα and IFNγ production but the opposite regulatory responses were found
in non-inflamed mucosa (Puga Yung et al. 2009).
2.8

Adaptive immunity

There are several phenomena being appreciated which underscore the importance of
the intestinal tract as a principal part of the adaptive immune system. Observations
from the evolutionary science suggest that adoption of a predatory lifestyle has
demanded the development of adaptive immunity system primarily in the intestinal
tract. These reports are supported by the finding that adaptive immune system of
the jawless vertebrates is different in comparison to that found in mammals (Raz
2010).
The adaptive immune system monitors the microbiota and contributes to
homeostasis by supervising T-cell responses and the provision of local mucosal IgA
secretion (Neish 2009). Immunosuppressive component of this system is important
for the maintenance of the mucosal barrier (Brandtzaeg 2010b). The humoral
mediators of intestinal defence secreted by adaptive immune system are secretory
immunoglobulin A and secretory immunoglobulin M antibodies (Brandtzaeg
2010d). In the clinical setting, it is interesting that patients with selective IgAdeficiency or common variable immune deficiency are prone to develop juvenile
idiopathic arthritis (Pipitone et al. 2001). This is not unexpected, because JIA
pathogenesis and genetics (except systemic JIA) share several links with the
adaptive immune system, and most of the subtypes of JIA associate with either
HLA-genes, ANA or RF (Gowdie & Tse 2012).
2.8.1 HLA-molecules
Human leukocyte antigen (HLA) is the term of the major histocompatibility complex
(MHC) in humans. Class I HLA-molecules are expressed on cells and recognized
by CD8+ T-cells (cluster of differentiation 8+ T-cells, cytotoxic T-cells). Class II
HLA-molecules, e.g. HLA-dendritic receptor (HLA-DR) are recognized by CD4+
T- cells. In the small intestinal tract, microfold cells (M-Cells) transcytose luminal
antigens and make them into contact with the dendritic cells (Original publication
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IV: figure 1). Dendritic cells express MHC II molecules such as HLA-DR on
their surface with which they present the peptide antigens to the T-(helper)-cells
(McGhee et al. 2007). Furthermore, intestinal mucosa epithelial cells can express
HLA-DR molecules and function as so-called nonprofessional antigen presenting
cells (Telega et al. 2000).

Epithelial cell
Intraepithelial
lymphocyte
Antigens

Lamina propria
lymphocyte

M-cell

Dendritic cell

Lamina propria
Peyer’s
patch
Plasma cell
Crypt

Drain of the lymphatic vessel toward mesentheric lymph nodes

Figure 1. Intestinal epithelial cells and intestinal lymphocytes are in close
contact with each other. Intraepithelial lymphocytes are mainly CD8 + cytotoxic
lymphocytes and γδ+ T-cells with abnormal activation pattern. Lamina propria
is rich in the CD8 + and CD4 + effector T-cells, plasma cells, macrophages,
dendritic cells and mast cells. Under normal circumstances, there are very
few neutrophils present. Peyer's patches are rich in dendritic cells, B-cells
and T-cells. The Peyer's patch, also contains a specific type of enterocytes,
M-cells, which can transcytose luminal antigens and make them into contact
with immune cells.
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In the normal enterocytes in the ileum, HLA-DR is expressed mainly in the brush
border of the villous epithelium, and there is no significant HLA-DR expression in
crypt epithelial cells or basement membrane of the crypts (Scott et al. 1980). Mucosal
epithelial HLA-DR expression is considered to be a marker of an antigen driven
mucosal activation (Westerholm-Ormio et al. 2003, Kokkonen et al. 2000). HLADR expression in the small intestinal crypts has been considered as a pathological
condition because it is detected in untreated food allergy (Kokkonen et al. 2000),
celiac disease (Mirakian et al. 1988), autoimmune enteropathy (Mirakian et al.
1988), Crohn´s disease (Hirata et al. 1986) and spondyloarthropathy (Cuvelier et
al. 1990).
2.8.2 T-cells
T-cells (=T-lymphocytes, thymocytes) are lymphocytes which participate in
cell-mediated immunity. The thymus provides an inductive environment for the
development of T-lymphocytes from hematopoietic progenitor cells. In thymus,
immature T-cells express both CD4 and CD8 co-receptors. During maturation, those
T-cells with greater affinity to MHC class I molecules retain expression of CD8
molecules and T-cells with greater affinity to MHC class II molecules retain CD4
molecules. An appropriate but not excess affinity for MHC molecules is required
for the survival of the T-cells in the selection processes (Hsieh et al. 2012). A small
percentage of self-reactive CD4+ thymic cells with an affinity for MHC class II
molecules just below the threshold for negative selection, express forkhead box P3
(FOXP3) transcription factor and exert regulatory T-cell functions (Miller 2011).
These thymic regulatory T-cells undergo so-called education by thymic epithelial
cells, which present antigens of the host tissue specific proteins to those cells to
ensure avoidance of the development of tissue-specific autoimmunity (Hsieh et al.
2012).
Different subsets of T-cells with distinct functions have been identified.
CD8+ lymphocytes are intended to combat intracellular pathogens or tumours and
are able to identify antigenic peptides on MHC class I molecules. Naïve CD8+
T-cells require a period of approximately one week after antigen recognition to
differentiate into cytotoxic lymphocytes. During the proliferation phase, cytotoxic
granules are synthesized containing granzymes and perforin. After migration to the
tissues cytotoxic lymphocytes recognize the target cell and release their cytotoxic
enzymes into the immune synapse formed with target cell (de Saint Basile
et al. 2010, Thiery et al. 2011). The immune synapse can be viewed as a tight
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intercellular junction between cells which target granzyme exocytosis the right
location but in situations where there is intense T-cell activation, some leakage of
granzymes may occur (Spaeny-Dekking et al. 1998). Cytotoxicity is intended to
achieve eradication of virus-infected or malignant cells but undesirable if there is
an uncontrolled autoimmune reaction targeted at healthy tissues (Lieberman & Fan
2003). The activation of cytotoxic cells producing granzymes is a participant in
the pathogenesis of joint degeneration in rheumatoid arthritis (Griffiths et al. 1992,
Kraan et al. 2004, Buzza et al. 2005).
T helper cells, or CD4+ T-cells with the CD4 protein on their surface become
activated by the MHC class II of antigen presenting cells. It appears that T-helper
cells are flexible in their differentiation options. Depending upon the antigen
stimuli, antigen presenting dendritic cells can stimulate T-helper (TH) cells to
differentiate into different subtypes such as TH1, TH2, TH17 cells, which secrete
different cytokines. This helps to achieve a different type of immune response.
Specific transcription factors have been identified in the differentiation program of
T helper cell subsets: T-bet for Th1 cells, GATA3 for Th2 cells, RORγt for Th17
cells, and Foxp3 for inducible regulatory T- cells (Khan et al. 2009, Zhou et al.
2009)
Regulatory T- helper cells are required in the development of immune tolerance
(Notley & Ehrenstein 2010). FOXP3+CD4+ T- regulatory cells are maturated in
thymus to keep autoreactive T-cells in control. FOXP3+CD4+ T-cells differentiate
into FOXP3+ T- regulatory cells (=inducible T-regulatory cells) in periphery and
they participate in achieving tolerance to foreign antigens in the mucosal tissues,
especially in intestine (Haribhai et al. 2011). Thus, thymus derived regulatory
T- cells prevent autoimmunity by keeping control on self-reactive lymphocytes
which occur naturally in the periphery (Notley & Ehrenstein 2010, Josefowicz et
al. 2012) and inducible regulatory T-cells restrain allergic inflammation at mucosal
interfaces (Josefowicz et al. 2012). The balance between regulatory T-cells and
effector T-cells needs to be carefully maintained to avoid excess injury to the host
during the clearance of the pathogen (Notley & Ehrenstein 2010).
2.8.3 γδ+ T-cells
One could consider that γδ+ T-cells are positioned at the border between innate
and adaptive immunity. On one hand, γδ+ T-cells present memory features when
they rearrange T-cell receptor (TCR) genes to produce junctional diversity. On the
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other hand, γδ+ T-cells have attributes ascribed to the innate immune system with
their restricted TCR or natural killer cell receptors functions as pattern recognition
receptors (Holtmeier & Kabelitz 2005, Bonneville et al. 2010). Inducible
intraepithelial γδ+ T-cell differ from conventional αβ+ T-cells in terms of their rapid
activation and ability to recognize antigens like non-classical MHC molecules, heat
shock proteins, MHC class I chain-related protein A (MICA) and B (MICB) in
innate immune manner (Moens & Veldhoen 2012, Bonneville et al. 2010). MIC
delivers both the TCR-dependent and the NKG2D-dependent costimulatory signal
for intestinal γδ+ T-cells. Slightly increased intestinal expression of MICA has been
reported on celiac disease and in Crohn’s disease (Hue (Hue et al. 2004, Allez et
al. 2007), where increased expression has been suggested to trigger the activation
lymphocytes (Hue et al. 2004). While γδ+ T-cells constitute only 0.5-5% of T-cells
in the periphery, they appear to dominate the intestinal epithelium (Moens &
Veldhoen 2012).
2.8.4 T-cells in intestinal mucosa
In the intestinal mucosa, T-lymphocytes are present in the local lymph nodes,
in Peyer´s patches and in the lamina propria and in epithelial layer where they
are called intraepithelial lymphocytes (IELs) (Hooper & Macpherson 2010). In
intestinal mucosa are found both αβ+- T-cell receptor expressing (TCR) IELs
and γδ+–TCR IELs. Intraepithelial γδ+ + T-cells possess cytotoxic, lymphokine
secretory and regulatory functions (Kabelitz et al. 2005, Cheroutre 2005). Inducible
γδ+ T-cells are involved in the induction of oral tolerance to soluble food proteins
in animal models of IgE-mediated allergy (Ke et al. 1997). The percentage of γδ+
T-cells has been observed to be reduced in mice epithelium and Peyer’s patches
first two days after induction of IgE-mediated food allergy (Bol-Schoenmakers et
al. 2011). In contrast, intraepithelial γδ+ T-cells counts are elevated in children
suffering from cow´s milk protein sensitive enteropathy (CMSE) (Kokkonen et al.
2000) and Celiac disease (Augustin et al. 2005a, Bhagat et al. 2008).
IELs are one of the largest lymphocyte populations found in mammals, but their
role is still not very well defined (Moens & Veldhoen 2012). Intraepithelial T-cells
are the first immune system cells of adaptive immunity to encounter microbial
or nutritional antigens. IELs are involved in maintaining the integrity of mucosal
barrier (Bonneville et al. 2010). IELs should regulate interaction with antigen
presenting innate immune cells and lymphocytes of adaptive immunity promoting
tolerance toward commensal organisms and food antigens (Artis 2008).
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Intraepithelial lymphocytes (IELs) are classified into two major categories
depending on their maturation. The natural IELs acquire their activated phenotype
during development in the thymus in the presence of self antigens, whereas the
‘induced’ IELs are the progeny of conventional T-cells that are activated postthymically. Precursors of inducible intraepithelial lymphocytes are conventional
CD8αβ+ TCRαβ- T-cells which mature in response to cognate antigens in the
periphery to their function as IELs. Natural IEL precursors mature in thymus
in “alternative” self-antigen-based manner. Mature natural IELs are CD4+ and
CD8αβ double-negative but TCR -γδ+ or TCR –αβ+ and their express gut homing
receptors already in thymus which allows them direct entry into the intestinal
mucosa. Natural and inducible IELs have distinct antigen-expressing phenotype.
Natural IELs is predominantly tuned in recognizing self antigens, whereas induced
IELs recognize non-self antigens (Cheroutre et al. 2011).
Natural IELs populate epithelial sites already before birth (Moens & Veldhoen
2012). Induced IELs are sparse in early life steadily increasing with age in response
to exposure to exogenous antigens. Consequently, the population of induced IELs
gradually becomes larger than the natural IEL population, which remains steady
in actual numbers. An accumulation of induced IELs is directed against those
“personalized” environmental antigens which are most likely to be re-encountered
by a particular individual. Accumulation of these antigen-specific immune cells
provides focused protective immunity at mucosal interface and reduces the risk of
unwanted immune responses directed against innocuous antigens (Cheroutre et al.
2011).
2.8.5 T-cells in JIA
T-cell function is important in the pathogenesis of juvenile idiopathic arthritis
and other forms of arthritis. Inflammation in the JIA synovia is characterised
by accumulation of activated T-cells clustered around antigen-presenting cells
(Wynne-Roberts et al. 1978). Therefore, T-cells have been a widely studied
in the pathogenesis of JIA. In early JIA, there is a significant difference in the
synovial expression levels of CD3+ and CD4+ T-cell in different JIA subtypes.
The persistent oligoarticular subtype appears to express less CD3 and CD4 T-cells
in comparison to the extended oligoarticular or polyarticular subtype (Finnegan et
al. 2011). Children with polyarticular subtype of JIA have lower regulatory T-cell
levels in synovia than these with oligoarthritis (Amariglio et al. 2011). In inflamed
synovia of JIA, there is a suboptimal capacity of the regulatory T-cells to suppress
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effector T-cells because of their resistance towards regulatory FOXP3+ T-cell
function (Wehrens et al. 2011).
Normally, γδ T-cells expressing (V)δ1+ are found in the mucosa and Vγ9 or
Vδ2 predominantly located in the lymphatic system or peripheral blood (Berkun et
al. 2011). However in JIA, γδ T-cells are present also in synovial membranes. γδ+
T-cells subsets, Vδ1+ and Vγ9+Vδ2, were both represented in synovial fluid. High
percentage of SF Vδ1+ T-cells was more common in ANA positive than negative
patients (Berkun et al. 2011)
Milder T-cell defects of the primary immunodeficiency diseases are frequently
associated with JIA and they may help in to understanding the concept that immune
deficiencies are underlying in the pathogenesis of JIA. In DiGeorge´s syndrome
education of the T-cells is impaired and the T-cell repertoire is limited (Zemble et al.
2010). In DiGeorge´s syndrome with partial T-cell immunity, there is an increased
prevalence of the JIA (Jawad et al. 2001, Davies et al. 2001, Pelkonen et al. 2002).
In the Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome, there is failure in the signalling pathway of T-cell
receptor and integrins, which are important in the function of regulatory T-cells
and T-cells induced apoptosis (Cleland & Siegel 2011). In the French cohort of
paediatric patients with Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome, the prevalence of arthritis was
29% (16/55) and IBD 9% (5/55) (Dupuis-Girod et al. 2003).
2.8.6 B-cells
B-cells can influence the perpetuation of chronic inflammatory or autoimmune
diseases in multiple ways. The autoantibodies produced by B-cell-derived
plasma cells can be considered as diagnostic markers for autoimmunity but also
they contribute significantly to disease pathogenesis. Their predominant role in
immunopathology has long been attributed to precursors of antibody producing
plasma cells. B-cells specifically serve as cellular adjuvants for CD4+ T-cell
activation, while regulatory B-cells, including those that produce interleukin-10,
function as negative regulators of inflammatory immune responses (Agematsu et
al. 2000). In early JIA, B-cell infiltration into inflamed synovial tissue is reported
to be more marked in the polyarticular compared with the persistent oligoarticular
subtype of JIA (Finnegan et al. 2011) In the study of Morvach et al., it was reported
that B-cells found in JIA synovium possess the phenotype of antigen presenting
cells (Morbach et al. 2011) and thus can activate T-cells in the synovium.
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2.8.7 B-cells and lymphoid follicles in intestinal mucosa
M-cells are specialised epithelial cells involved in the initial uptake of antigens
from intestinal lumen. M-cells antigens are then processed by dendritic cells
which present antigens to precursors for IgA secreting plasma cells (Figure 1).
Four fifths of the body’s plasma cells are located in the gut. In the small intestine,
most of these plasma cells produce IgA (80 %), followed by IgM (15–20 %) with
there being only a minority of IgG-secreting cells (3–4 %). Since the intestinal
mucosal barrier prevents passive diffusion of macromolecules, immunoglobulin
receptors are transported across the epithelium into the intestinal lumen as
secretory immunoglobulins, secretory IgA and IgM. In intestinal lumen IgA can
bind and neutralize antigens and prevent excess interaction of antigens with the
mucosal immune cells (Berin 2012). Thus, secretory IgA represents an important
anti-inflammatory factor in excluding excessive bacterial-epithelial cell interaction
(Hooper & Macpherson 2010)
Lymphoid follicles are normally found throughout the small and large intestinal
channel. Endoscopically these aggregates are considered to be hyperplastic, when
clusters of nodules are detected together and the term lymhonodular hyperplasia
(LNH) is used (Kokkonen et al. 2002, Kokkonen 2004). LNH is frequently observed
in young children but if the size of the lymphoid follicles becomes increased or
LNH is seen in school-aged or adults, the observation is usually associated with
an overreaction toward intestinal antigens, such as food proteins (Mansueto et al.
2012).
2.9

Oral tolerance and breaking of immune tolerance in mucosa

Healthy mucosal immune system does not express immunological reactions
against nutritional antigens. This hyporesponsiveness is called oral tolerance,
which involves the specific suppression of cellular and humoral immune responses
to ingested antigens (Faria & Weiner 2005). In order to achieve oral tolerance, the
immune system needs to learn to distinguish innocuous pathogens and nutritional
antigens from pathogenic microbes (Brandtzaeg 2010c). During infancy, the active
learning process of tolerance starts in the mouth and nasal mucosa. After this, small
amounts of antigen can reach the early part of the small bowel mucosa, and when
the antigen dose is growing, also in the rest of the small bowel mucosa.
In the oral tolerance response, regulatory T-cells suppress effector lymphocytes
via elaboration of anti-inflammatory cytokines IL10, TGFβ (Neish 2009). The
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constitution of the microbial flora seems to be a key player in the induction of the
oral tolerance (Round et al. 2010). Certain microbes of the commensal flora are able
to activate the FOXP3+ regulatory T-cells via effects on TLR2-mediated signalling
and thereby promote immunological tolerance (Round et al. 2011). Thus, the gene
expression of regulatory T-cell transcriptor factor, FOXP3 in intestinal mucosa,
reflects intestinal tolerance to luminal antigens. Activation of regulatory T-cells in
mucous membranes may induce suppressive systemic effects (Zonneveld-Huijssoon
et al. 2011). A population of contact-dependent regulatory T-cells with suppressive
activities has been observed in patients outgrowing from CMSE (Karlsson et al.
2004). In the context of JIA, the activity of synovial regulatory T-cells is essential
for the suppression of autoreactive T-cells (Olivito et al. 2009).
Intestinal tolerance to luminal antigens has not been studied in JIA but in
spondyloarthritis, there is an indirect evidence of abnormal intestinal tolerance.
In patients with CMSE, the lesions resemble intestinal mucosal changes seen in
patients with spondyloarthritis, e.g. lymphonodular hyperplasia (Conti et al. 2005,
Kokkonen & Karttunen 2002, Mansueto et al. 2012, Demetter et al. 2002) and
abnormal HLA-DR expression in small intestinal crypts (Kokkonen et al. 2000,
Cuvelier et al. 1990). These “low grade lesions” in intestinal mucosa may reflect
an abnormal tolerance towards intestinal antigens and an abnormal presentation of
intestinal antigens to intestinal epithelial cells. Thus, it was decided to determine
whether there was any failure in intestinal tolerance mechanisms in JIA.
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3

Aims of the study

The purpose of the study was to evaluate whether there is abnormal intestinal
immunological activation in children with JIA suffering from gastrointestinal
symptoms and to determine if there were any characteristic patterns in this activation.
Accordingly, the first aim was to determine the possible presence of an intestinal
activation, secondly to define basic characteristic of the activation, and thirdly, to
evaluate the significance of the activation in the pathogenesis of JIA by observing
potential association of gastrointestinal findings with clinical activity of JIA. The
working hypothesis was that children with JIA would display alterations in coping
with intestinal luminal antigens, and that mucosal immunological abnormalities
would correlate with measures of clinical activity of JIA. More specifically, the
aims were as follows:
1. To characterize the presence and types of gastrointestinal endoscopic
abnormalities, like mucosal inflammation, erosion, atrophy or lymphonodular
hyperplasia, in JIA in comparison with controls (I).
2. To demonstrate presence of immunological activation involving IELs
by showing numerical aberration of IELs and characterizing composition of
IEL population in the intestinal mucosa in JIA in comparison with controls, by
quantifying the levels of γδ- and cytotoxic IELs producing granzyme A and B (I, II).
3. To reveal signs and characteristics of immune activation in intestinal
epithelial cells in JIA by characterizing the epithelial expression of class II MHC
antigens (HLA-DR) and the epithelial expression of cytoprotective heat shock
proteins (III, IV).
4. To clarify the basic mechanisms involved in immune activation in JIA by
measuring mRNA levels of selected proteins known to be involved in pro- and
anti- inflammatory and regulatory functions and in signalling between the innate
and adaptive immune system (IV).
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4

Subjects and methods

4.1

Patients, negative controls, positive controls

In the years 1999-2004, 187 children with JIA were followed up in the Paediatric
Rheumatology Outpatient department of Oulu University Hospital, Oulu, Finland.
Patients with gastrointestinal complaints were sent for paediatric gastroenterological
consultation and 23 patients with JIA were studied with endoscopy. Two (2/23) patients
were excluded from immunohistologic and mRNA analysis because of IBD. Because of
the lack of fresh frozen intestinal samples, for the study IV, some patients with recently
diagnosed JIA were recruited (n=5) from Paediatric Rheumatology OPD during the
years 2005-2008 using the same inclusion criteria. Finally, there were included 26
patients with JIA (16 girls, median age 10, 2-16 years). The negative control group
consisted of 71 children without JIA (41 girls, median age 11, 2-17 years), who
were selected from patients studied in the paediatric gastroenterological OPD Oulu
University. For the thesis were included also positive controls having CMSE (n=24, 12
girls, median age 10; 4-15 years). All subjects had gastrointestinal complaints requiring
endoscopic examinations, but ultimately they were determined not to be suffering from
GI disease according to endoscopic findings, routine biopsies, and follow-up. Because
of lack of samples, the exact number of subjects varied in original articles.
4.1.1 Clinical data
The classification of JIA type was made according to the ILAR criteria (Petty et
al. 2004) and confirmed by following the patients for several years. The number
of patients in JIA subgroups were oligoarthritis 9, extended oligoarthritis 3,
polyarthritis 9, enthesitis related arthritis 3 and systemic arthritis 2. In addition two
patients with polyarthritis were excluded from immunological analysis because of
colitis. The main symptoms requiring endoscopy examination were as follows: in
the JIA group (n=26) and negative control group (71) and in CMSE (n=24) were
abdominal pain JIA/control/CMSE: 13/41/9, diarrhoea 5/15/7, constipation 2/2/2,
melena 4/6/3, vomiting 1/0/0, failure to grow 1/3/1, elevated serum level of celiac
disease related marker 0/1/2, nausea 0/3/0.
The use of medication in JIA group was following: 2/26 no medication, 10/26
only non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), 2/26 hydroxychloroquine,
6/26 disease modifying antirheumatic drugs (DMARD), 5/26 DMARDs +
prednisolone, 1/26 DMARD + tumour necrosis factor (TNF)-α modulators.
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The disease activity of JIA, at the time of endoscopy, was assessed in a
retrospective manner using the physician`s visual analogue scale (VAS 0–100) by
a paediatric rheumatologist (P.V.) blinded to the information related to intestinal
mucosal changes, including the immunohistochemical and mRNA analyses (mean
16, range 0-60). The clinical laboratory tests included erythrocyte sedimentation
rate (ESR) (mean 19, range 2-92) and blood haemoglobin level (119, 92-154),
serum rheumatoid factor (0/26), antinuclear antibodies (5/26), HLA-B27 serology
(7/26). The incidence of HLA-B27 was higher in the patient group (27%) than in
the Finnish general population (14%) (Aho et al. 1975, Aho et al. 1975) but alike
in the population of paediatric rheumatology OPD of Oulu University hospital
(25.8%=68/263, personal information by Paula Vähäsalo). The remission of
medication in JIA patients according was classified according to Wallace criteria,
which are as follows: JIA is inactive when there are (1) no active joints, (2) no
fever, rash, serositis, splenomegaly or generalized lymphadenopathy attributable
to JIA, (3) no active uveitis, (4) normal ESR and/or CRP and (5) when physician’s
global assessment of disease activity indicates no disease activity. According to the
Wallace criteria, for clinical remission on medication at least 6 months of inactive
disease is required (Wallace et al. 2004). According to the criteria, 12 patients were
in clinical remission while still on medication.
4.2

Endoscopy and tissue specimens

Upper gastrointestinal endoscopy was performed with an Olympus GIF-IT140
endoscope under general anaesthesia. Biopsy samples were taken for routine
histology from the antrum of the stomach, from the front wall of the bulb of the
duodenum and from the descending duodenum below the sphincter of Oddi; each
at the most active site when local pathology was seen (Augustin et al. 2005c).
Colonoscopies were performed under general anaesthesia with an Olympus
endoscope (Tokyo, Japan) GF-Q1401. Biopsies were taken for routine histology
from the terminal ileum and at least three separate areas of the colon, including
cecum, transversal, descending and sigmoid colon and rectum, each at the most
demonstrative site of local pathology.
The presence of LNH on the mucosa of the colon or terminal ileum was
assessed based on the endoscopic evaluation (Kokkonen et al. 2002, Kokkonen
2004). The evaluation was performed after filling air into the inspected area. LNH
was graded as mild (grade 1) or moderate/severe (grade 2). In the duodenum or
colon, the cluster of lymphoid nodules (>10 nodules) was considered as significant
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for the diagnosis of mild LNH. If clusters extended throughout the major part of
the evaluated area, LNH was considered moderate (grade 2). In the terminal ileum,
mild LNH was diagnosed when a mass was discernible just at the edge of the
valve and as nodules dispersed around the mucosa. In the terminal ileum, massive
(grade 2) LNH was diagnosed if mass with lymphoid tissue was protruding to the
valve. In the colon, LNH was evaluated in four separate areas, rectum, sigmoid and
descending colon, transversum, and cecum/ascending colon.
4.3

Basic histology

All biopsy specimens were evaluated according to the established general criteria as
routine clinical samples required as a part of the clinical diagnosis. Haematoxylineosin stained sections were re-evaluated by one pathologist blinded for data. The
gastric biopsies were additionally stained with modified Giemsa for the detection of
Helicobacter pylori. An ocular micrometre was used to measure height of the villus
and crypts. The eosinophilic leukocytes were evaluated separately in duodenal
surface epithelium, in villous lamina propria and supra-glandular lamina propria in
antral mucosa, and in deep lamina propria. The density of duodenal mononuclear
lymphoid cells was graded (Grade 0: normal, scanty infiltrate; grade 1: slight
increase; grade 2: moderate increase; grade 3: heavy increase).
4.4

Immunohistochemistry

Neutral buffered 10% formalin was used for fixation of biopsies and processed in
paraffin. For all immunohistochemical stainings, the paraffin embedded specimens
were sectioned at 4-5 µm and dried overnight at 37°C at 60 minutes in 60°C. Pretreatment of samples depended on the antibody in use (Table 2). Specimens from
patients and controls for immunohistochemistry were always included in balanced
amounts to eliminate the effects caused by staining batch related variation. For
control stainings, primary antibody was replaced with phosphate buffered saline
or antibody diluent (Dako, Glostrup, Denmark). The sections were counterstained
with methyl-green or haematoxylin-eosin.
For frozen sections, biopsied samples from the duodenal bulb and terminal
ileum were frozen and embedded in a cutting temperature compound (Miles
Laboratories, Elkhart, IN, USA). Samples were frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored
at – 70°C until analysis. Sections of 5 µm were fixed in methanol for 3 minutes at
4°C and stained by using the antibodies described in Table 2.
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Table 2. The primary antibodies used in immunohistochemistry

4.5

Evaluation of immunohistochemical stainings

A cell counting system of IELs was used (Augustin et al. 2005b) by counting in
every well-orientated cut, a semi-villus where a villus was observed in its whole
length, because distributional changes were seen in Celiac disease (Biagi et al. 2004,
Jarvinen et al. 2003) and in CMSE (Augustin et al. 2005b). The ratios of granzyme
positive cells per 100 epithelial cells were calculated. To obtain information on
different parts of the villus epithelium (upper, middle and lower third), the ratio
of positive cells and all epithelial cells in each villus third was calculated with
spreadsheet program (Excel, Microsoft, 2003).
For evaluation of the immunohistochemical staining of the heat shock proteins,
MICA and HSF-1, the 40x objective was used. The staining intensity of the
expression of proteins was assessed with a four point scale and the extent of the
staining (0-100%) in the villous and crypt epithelium was estimated. Estimations
were performed by two independent observers blinded to the information about
clinical data and patient groups.
Histological analyses are prone to subjectivity. In order to avoid subjectivity, the
cell counting of the immunohistochemical markers was performed blindly of any
clinical information. Counting of IEL cell types was performed in studies II and IV
by the same main assessor for all samples and the control assessor for randomized
samples. In the study III the assessment of immunological staining of the heat shock
response was performed by two independent observers and the mean value of the
observation was calculated.
4.6

Real-time polymerase chain reaction

Fresh frozen biopsies were melted and immediately homogenized in the lysis buffer
(Sigma) with a pestle prior to the assessment of mRNA expression. Extraction of
RNA was performed with RNA Total Gen Elute miniprep kit (Sigma Chemical
Co, St. Louis, Mo) and quantified in a spectrophotometer (Nanodrop, ND-1000).
Reverse transcription was performed using TaqMan Reverse Transcription
reagents (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, Calif.) with an additional treatment
of 200 ng of total RNA with DNAseI (0.01U/_L; Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim,
Germany) in order to eliminate genomic DNA. Quantitative PCR reactions were
run with ABI-Prism 7700 Sequence Detection System (Applied Biosystems, Foster
City, Calif.) using the predesigned FAM-labeled TaqMan Gene Expression Assay
reagents listed in the original publication (IV). Quantitive of target genes of IFNγ,
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TGFβ, IL6, IL4, FOXP3, IL17A, CTLA4, ICOS, GITR, IL10, IL18, IL12p40,
IL23, TLR2, TLR4 and TLR5 were quantified. Ribosomal 18s RNA was used as an
endogenous control. The quantities of the target gene expression were calculated as
relative units using a comparative threshold cycle (Ct) method (as recommended
by Applied Biosystems).
4.7

Statistics

The data was analyzed with the SPSS version 19.1 (SPPS Inc, Chicago, IL, USA).
Spearman correlation, Pearson Chi-square, Fischer´s exact test, Students t-test
and Mann-Whitney U-test were used to estimate the significance of the difference
between the groups, depending on the type of variable and number of cases in
each subgroup. Non-parametric tests were used when the distribution was skewed
in either group. Bonferroni correction for multiple tests was not used to avoid too
conservative analyses (Perneger 1998).
4.8

Ethical considerations

The protocol was approved by the Ethical Committee for Clinical Science of Oulu
University Hospital.
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5

Results

5.1

Endoscopic findings

The comparison JIA patients and controls are summarized in Tables 3 and 4 of the
thesis and original articles (IV: Tables 2 and 3). In contrast with original publication
I, cases with connective tissue disease other than JIA have been excluded, because
the pathophysiology of other connective tissue disease differs from JIA.
Gastroduodenoscopy were done in 20 patients, 57 negative controls, 14
patients with CMSE and ileocolonoscopy for 20 patients and 32 negative controls
and 14 patients with CMSE. Normal upper endoscopic findings were seen in 55%
(10/18, data missing in 2) of the patients with JIA but 62% (32/52, data missing in
4, p=ns) of the negative controls, both suffering GI symptoms. The occurrence of
the esophagitis was in JIA 6% (1/16) and controls 26% (13/49; p=ns). Endoscopic
duodenitis was detected in 12% (2/16) of patients vs. 4% (2/49) of controls (p=ns).
Gastritis was found in 25% (4/16) of patients and 18% (9/49) of the controls (p=
ns). In the duodenal bulb, LNH was more common in JIA (39%; 7/18) than in the
controls (8.5%; 4/47; p=0.034), extending to the descending duodenum in three
(3/18) patients with JIA but only in one control (1/40 p=0.049, Table 3).
Ileocolonoscopic findings were more common in JIA than negative controls.
Ulcerative colitis was diagnosed in two patients (2/28), both with polyarthritis
and they were excluded from other analysis. The Occurrence of LNH was more
prevalent in subjects with JIA than in negative controls in ileum (74%; 14/19 vs.
38%; 6/21); p=0.004), colon [61% (8/15) vs. 14% (3/13), p=0.044], and rectum
[20% (4/20) vs. 0% (0/14), p<0.001] (Table 3).
The most prominent endoscopic finding in JIA compared with negative
controls was the higher occurrence of LNH. LNH (Grade 1 or 2) was seen in 20/23
JIA patients and 8/50 negative controls (Table 3). Grade 2 LNH (see Methods), was
seen in 52% (12/23) of the patients, and 8% (4/51) of the controls (p<0.001). In
patients with JIA, the presence of grade 2 LNH in any part of the gastrointestinal
tract (bulbus 3, terminal ileum 6, colon 2, rectum 2) was associated with increased
ESR [median (range): mean 27 median (17), range 5-85 vs. 15(7), 2-92, p=0.003,
n=22, Mann–Whitney] and increased physician`s VAS [18(13), 3-50 vs. 10(5),
0-60, p=0.028, n=23]
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Table 3. Summary of intestinal endoscopic findings of lymphonodular hyperplasia
(LNH) in juvenile idiopathic arthritis (JIA) compared with negative controls and cow´s
milk protein sensitive enteropathy (CMSE).
Finding

Control

JIA

P

CMSE

P

LNH in bulbus of duodenum

4/51

6/18

0.016¹

7/14

0.341

LNH in descending duodenum

1/43

3/21

0.073¹

no data

LNH in terminal ileum

6/22

14/19

0.004

10/12

0.481

LNH in colon

2/16

11/18

0.008

6/14

0.48

Pearson Chi-Square, ¹Fischer exact

5.2

Immunohistochemistry

The interobserver reproducibility of assessors was calculated in the immunohistochemical
evaluation. The interobserver reproducibility of the control assessor and the main
assessor was good by correlation coefficient 0.843 (II). In the study tree, the average
values for the extent and intensity were calculated from the observed values of the two
independent observers (III). Interobserver reproducibility of the two assessors was
good analyzed by kappa value (0.654) and correlation coefficients (0.81).
5.3

CD3+, γ/δ+- and α/β+- IELs

The intraepithelial CD3+-, γ/δ+- and α/β+- densities were investigated in JIA and
controls. Increased intraepithelial γ/δ+ T-cell densities (>2.5/mm) (Kokkonen
2004) was found in one patient with JIA (1/8) but none of the negative controls
in the duodenum (0/46, p=0.14, Fischer’s exact). The occurrence of increased
intraepithelial γ/δ+ T-cell densities (>4.5/mm) in ileum (Kokkonen 2004) was more
common in patients (8/13) than negative controls (3/8) but the difference was not
statistically significant between the groups (p=0.28).
5.4

Granzyme expressions

The figure of the staining of GrA and GrB in duodenal biopsies is shown in original
publication II: Figure 1.
We investigated the quantity of cytotoxic granule GrA and GrB containing
IELs in patients and negative controls and patients with CMSE. In the duodenum,
the density counts of intraepithelial GrA+ lymphoid cells and lamina propria GrA+
cells did not differ significantly between the patients with JIA and the negative
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controls but there was significant difference of higher GrA expression in CMSE
compared to JIA (Table 4). GrA showed a tendency toward a higher expression
in the basal lamina propria in the patients than in the negative controls. GrB+ cell
counts of the whole duodenal villus epithelium were higher in the JIA subjects than
in the negative controls, but the difference was not statistically significant (Table
4). However, in the duodenal villus tip region, the numbers of GrB expressing cells
were significantly increased in the patients compared with the negative controls
and duodenal villus showed tendency toward higher GrB expression in JIA than
negative controls (Table 4). In the duodenal lamina propria there was no evidence
for any differences in the expression of GrB.
In the ileum, the patients had a significantly higher density of GrA expressing
cells in the villus epithelium than negative controls (Table 4), most evidently in the
villus tip region (Table 4). In the ileal lamina propria, there was no difference between
the groups. The patients showed a higher density of GrB expressing intraepithelial
cells than the negative controls in the villi of ileum (Table 4); including the villous
tip (Table 4). In the ileal lamina propria, there were no differences between the
groups in the expression of GrB.
5.5

HSP expression

The figures of the staining of HSF1, HSP60, HSP70 and MICA in the different
regions and different histological layers of intestinal mucosa are shown in original
publication III: Figure 1 and Figure 2.
In JIA, the expression of HSF1 was lower than in negative controls in both
duodenal and ileal mucosa, whereas both villus and crypt epithelium showed
significantly less expression (Table 4 and original publication III: Table 3 and 4).
The patients with JIA exhibited also less intense HSP60 expression than
the negative controls in the villus epithelium of the duodenal mucosa (Table 4),
and similarly there was a non-significant (p=0.068) trend in the duodenal crypt
epithelium (III: Tables 3 and 4). In the ileal mucosa there was a trend toward
reduced HSP60 expression in the JIA patients compared with the negative controls
(p=0.078; Table 4). There was no significant difference between the patients and
the negative controls with respect to HSP70 expression (Table 4).
Compared with the negative controls, the patients showed a statistically
significant decrement in the intensity in MICA expression in the crypts and villi of
the duodenal mucosa. In the ileal mucosa, patients showed a reduced intensity in
MICA expression only in the villi compared with negative controls (Table 4).
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5.6

MRNA expression of selected target genes in JIA and controls

No significant differences were found in the mRNA expression levels of the selected
target genes between the groups (patients, negative controls) in duodenal or ileal
mucosa (Original publication IV: Tables 2 and 3). Neither age nor gender had any
effect on the mRNA expression levels in the patients, but in the negative controls
the transcripts of IL10 correlated negatively with age (Spearman correlation –
0.582, p=0.047).
5.7

HLA-DR expression in ileum

A positive HLA-DR expression (Original publication IV: Figure 1.) was found
more often in cryptal basement membrane in the JIA patients than in the negative
controls (8/11 vs. 4/16; p=0.021, Fischer’s exact test) and crypt epithelial cells
(8/11 vs.4/17; p=0.019, Fischer’s exact test). There was no significant difference
between the groups in the expression of the HLA-DR in the villous epithelium,
lamina propria (Mann-Whitney U-test) or the intercellular spaces (patients 10/11
vs. negative control 11/17) (Pearson Chi-square). Gender and age did not correlate
with HLA-DR expression levels.
Patients with a positive HLA-DR expression in crypt basement membrane or
crypt epithelial cells (n=8) suffered a higher disease activity of JIA than patients
with the negative HLA-DR expression (n=3) as assessed by a physician`s VAS
(mean activity 26 vs. 3; p=0.02; Student´s t- test ) and a trend toward a higher
number of clinically actively inflamed joints (4 vs. 0, p=0.06; Student´s t- test;),
and higher ESR (38 vs. 7; p=0.07; Student´s t- test).
5.8

Clinical findings and mucosal target gene mRNA expression in JIA

The mRNA expression was inversely correlated with the anti-inflammatory
cytokines (IL10, TGFβ) and regulatory protein FOXP3 in the ileum correlated with
a high disease activity of JIA, as assessed by the physician´s VAS and count of
clinically active joints (Original publication IV: Table 3). The mRNA expression
of the pattern recognition receptors (TLR4, TLR2) and the proinflammatory
cytokine (IL18) correlated inversely with high JIA disease activity as evidenced by
physician´s VAS and clinically active joints (IV: Table 3.). Significant correlations
were present even when patients with ERA (n=2) were excluded (data not shown).
The low mRNA expression of IL10, TGFβ, TLR4 and IL18 in ileum correlated
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with a high number of active joints. Significant correlations were present even if
patients with ERA (n=2) were excluded (IV).
Those patients who were in clinical remission during colonoscopy (n=4)
displayed higher mRNA expression of IL10 (24.1 vs. 7.8, p=0.048, n=12), TGFβ
(94.4 vs. 38.1; p=0.048, n=12) and TLR4 (133.8 vs. 47.8, p=0.028; n=12, Mann
Whitney U-test) in the ileum than the patients with active disease (n= 8). Significant
correlations were also present when the patients with ERA (n=2) were excluded
(IV).
Association between TLR signalling and mediators of tolerance, were
investigated in JIA patients. There was a correlation between mRNA levels of
pattern recognition receptors (TLR2, TLR4) and tolerogenic mediators (FOXP3,
IL10, TGFβ). TLR2 mRNA correlated significantly with both FOXP3 mRNA (r=
0.71, p<0.047, n=8; Spearman correlation) and TGFβ mRNA levels (r=0.79, p=
0.021, n=8). Similarly, TLR4 mRNA levels correlated with FOXP3 (r=0.853, p<
0.001, n=12), IL10 (r=0.90, p<0.001, n=13), and TGFβ mRNA levels (r=0.87,
p<0.001, n=10).
The medical treatment of JIA did not affect the target gene mRNA expression
levels in ileum. The presence of lymphonodular hyperplasia (Kokkonen et al.
2007) did not correlate with the expression of target genes in the patients or in the
controls.
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13
13
13
11
11
11
11
6
6
7
7
4
4
4
4

GrA expression in the upper third of the villus in duodenum

GrB expression in villus in duodenum

GrB expression in the upper third of the villus in duodenum

HSP60 expression in villus (intensivity) in duodenum

HSF1 expression in villus (intensivity) in duodenum

HSP70 expression in villus (intensivity) in duodenum

MICA expression in villus (intensivity) in duodenum

GrA expression in villus in ileum

GrA expression in the upper third of the villus in ileum

GrB expression in villus in ileum

GrB expression in the upper third of the villus in ileum

HSP60 expression in villus (intensivity) in ileum

HSF1 expression in villus (intensivity) in ileum

HSP70 expression in villus (intensivity) in ileum

MICA expression in villus (intensivity) in ileum

Mann-Whitney U-test; ND = no data

13

2.58

1.75

1.42

1.62

0.00

0.00

0.045

0.060

2

2

1

1

0.0

0.015

0.16

0.14

11

12

11

11

13

13

13

13

6

6

8

7

9

9

8

8

JIA
N

N

median

Control

GrA expression in villus in duodenum

Finding

2

2

0.83

1.33

0.019

0.021

0.14

0.097

1.58

2

0.0

0.67

0.03

0.021

0.17

0.12

median

0.028

0.23

0.008

0.032

0.003

0.002

0.023

0.08

0.033

0.8

0.002

0.006

0.008

0.57

0.78

0.38

P

ND

ND

ND

ND

13

12

13

13

ND

ND

ND

ND

9

8

9

9

N

CMSE

0.087

0.016

0.11

0.09

0.017

0.015

0.24

0.19

median

0.574

0.406

0.186

0.649

0.157

0.146

0.067

0.027

P

Table 4. Summary of intestinal immunohistochemical findings in JIA compared with controls and JIA compared with CMSE (Mann
Whitney U-test).

6

Discussion

6.1

Critical assessment of subjects and methods

There are several limitations in the extrapolation of the present data to whole JIA
population. The statistical analysis is affected by the small sample size and the risk
of a type I and II errors has to be considered. Because of the retrospective nature
of the data, the sample size could not be optimized. In addition, due to pioneering
nature of these studies, it would have been unethical to proceed in the direction of
recruiting patients not suffering from severe enough gastrointestinal symptoms.
Nevertheless, in most of the cases, a concordant trend for the differences in
independent analyses of separate immune markers and testing of both duodenal
and in the ileal samples, provided support to for the conclusions about the general
course of immune activation in the JIA patients compared with the controls.
Multiple testing as conducted in the present study is known to increase the risk
of false positive results. However, Bonferroni corrections were not used because
in the pioneering research activities, it is recommended that conservative analysis
should be avoided (Perneger 1998).
6.2

Limitations related with the extent and composition of patient
sample

There are major variations in the clinical severity of the disease between the JIA
subtypes. Therefore, different categories of juvenile idiopathic arthritis should be
studied as separate groups (Prakken et al. 2011, Gowdie & Tse 2012). However, the
present patient sample was too small to allow subgroup analysis. In this summary of
thesis, the patients with connective tissue disease other than JIA (5/27) were excluded
from the analysis mainly because of the heterogeneous nature of these connective
tissue diseases and the pathogenic differences compared with JIA (Liu & Davidson
2012, Prakken et al. 2011). Optimally, a JIA study group should include patients
with persistent or extended oligoarthritis and seronegative polyarthritis, because
of the similarities in disease features but differences in the disease outcomes (see
Chapter 2.1.). Inclusion criteria of this kind, could offer the possibility to study the
associations of GI abnormalities and clinical activity of JIA without major concerns
about the different pathogenesis of the various entities (Gowdie & Tse 2012).
In the present sample, two patients with polyarthritis had endoscopic colitis.
According to the classification criteria for JIA, IBD presenting together with
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sacroilitis should not be classified as JIA (Petty et al. 2004). However, these
patients with both IBD and JIA had no sacroiliac joint involvement or enthesitis
and in that respect, they fulfilled the classification criteria of both JIA and IBD
(Petty et al. 2004). Nevertheless, JIA cases with IBD were excluded from the
inmunohistochemical analyses to adhere to the same exclusion criteria in both JIA
and control children.
Based on the characteristics of the studied patients, the conclusions of the
present thesis cannot be directly generalized to patients with newly onset JIA
without gastrointestinal symptoms. In the present patients with JIA, intestinal
symptoms requiring endoscopy resembled symptoms in a previous study (Brunner
et al. 2005). Since endoscopy is an invasive procedure entailing general anesthesia,
attempting to recruit relatively healthy subjects with no evidence of any significant
gastrointestinal disease would not be clinically indicated. Nevertheless, the
threshold to undertake endoscopy was low because of the experiences of the high
incidence of gastrointestinal alterations in JIA patients. In this present study, the
sample consisted of about 15% (27/187) of the patients in pediatric rheumatology
outpatient department in Oulu University Hospital.
The medication might have biased the results, since the majority (60%) of
patients had used anti-rheumatic drugs. Although, the counts of IELs, HLA-DR,
HSPs, mRNAs or features of LNH were not related to medical treatment in our
studies, medical treatment is known to have direct effects on several studied markers
(Urayama et al. 1998, Fairbanks et al. 1999). One can argue that an association
with medication cannot be excluded because of the low number of patients without
medication. Nevertheless, most of the observed differences are in the opposite
direction to that aspect to be attributable to the medication. For instance, there
was low expression of HSPs in the JIA group including patients using NSAIDs.
However, NSAIDs are inducers of HSP synthesis (Pratt 1993, Burress et al. 1997,
Urayama et al. 1998). Similarly, elevated numbers of cytotoxic lymphocytes were
observed in patients with immunosuppressive medication, which are known to
downregulate cytotoxic lymphocytes, at least in the synovia (Griffiths et al. 1992)
and blood (Fairbanks et al. 1999). These findings favour the concept that the
observed abnormalities are not due to the medication.
6.3

Endoscopy

The sensitivity of the endoscopy examination depends on both the performer and the
extent of the examination. There is a continuum between the pathophysiological and
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physiological states of intestinal mucosa, such as the number of lymphoid nodules
leading to the definition of the lymphonodular hyperplasia. In addition, results
and conclusions of the GI studies in JIA can be highly associated with performed
endoscopy method, indications leading to endoscopy and also the time between the
endoscopy and the diagnosis of JIA. In the future, the wireless capsule endoscopy
could be used because it is safe and can reach also to the jejunum (Fritscher-Ravens
et al. 2009)
In the current patient series, for 91 subjects were performed upper and in
64 lower endoscopy. The physiological roles of both parts of the small intestinal
channel differ from each other. Different antigens are connected with different
intestinal sites. In simple terms, the upper part of the intestinal tract is more affected
by nutritional antigens than the lower part where the distal part is more affected by
intestinal bacterial flora. Conti et al. (See Chapter 2.3.1) examined patients only
with ileocolonoscopy (Conti et al. 2005) but in the present study, both methods
were used. Conti et al. reported more cases with indeterminate colitis (Conti et al.
2005) than in the present study but fewer cases with lymphoid nodular hyperplasia
as in our study.
6.4

Histology and immunohistochemistry and mRNA expression

The main factors affecting the reliability of the immunohistochemistry are
tissue processing and antigen retrieval procedures (Bussolati & Leonardo 2008).
Therefore, specimens for immunohistochemistry were prepared in a stringent and
monitored routine all being done in a single laboratory. In order to eliminate the
effects caused by staining batch related variation specimens from both patients
and controls were always included in balanced amounts. One methodological bias
could be the amounts of biotin-binding proteins (e.g. avidin) causing false positive
staining reaction by binding to endogenous biotin (Bussolati & Leonardo 2008).
Thus, biotin-free detection systems were used to avoid false positive staining of
endogenous biotin. Staining conditions were optimized using positive and negative
controls according to antibody recommended by the manufacturer. Nonetheless, in
retrospect, the optimization of immunohistochemistry of the HSP70 and MICA may
have been suboptimal in our study as deduced by the extensive coloration of the
samples. This leaded the maximum extent of epithelial expression and therefore only
the intensity of HSP70 and MICA stainings could be evaluated. The null hypothesis
that there would be no difference between patient and control groups in HSP70
staining remained in force, but this result should be interpreted with caution.
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In the mRNA study (IV), one can raise a concern in the storage or analyses
of the samples, because there were a fairly large number of samples without the
expression of IL17, IL4 or IFNγ target genes. In the study, the quantities of the
target genes were calculated using a comparative threshold cycle (Ct) method. The
amount of the target genes were expressed as relative units and the relative result
was also marked if there was no expression of the target gene in the sample. Since
the relative nature of the method and inclusion of zero values, statistical analyses
were performed with a non-parametric method. We also conducted storage of the
samples under the recommended manner (frozen with liquid nitrogen immediately
after sampling and kept at -70ºC until analysis) and ribosomal 18s RNA as an
endogenous control was detected in the all samples. Thus it seems reasonable
to argue that, the analysis in the mRNA study was reliable. The limitation with
mRNA study is invariably its incapability to achieve specifically which immune
cells are causing altered mRNA expression. The cytokine profile and transcription
factors provide only a general picture of the mucosal immunological homeostasis.
Therefore, additional methods should be used to measure mRNA expression and
protein expression in specific cell types.
6.5

Gastrointestinal manifestation and JIA

In the present study, the values for the incidence of IBD in the Pediatric Rheumatology
Outpatient Department of Oulu Unversity Hospital were high in comparison
with the current report of the incidence of IBD in patients with JIA (Virta et al.
2013). Over the 5-year period of 1999-2004, the incidence of IBD was high in
JIA (3/187) (I). This is higher in comparison with the incidence of 2-7/100,000 in
universal (Griffiths 2004) and of 7/100,000 Finnish (Turunen et al. 2006) paediatric
populations. In contrast, to the results of Conti et al. (See Chapter 2.3.1), we
have reported intestinal activation also in the patients with the oligoarticular and
polyarticular subtypes of the JIA. In the multinational registry study of Dijken, there
were thirteen cases of IBD in JIA patients having etanercept therapy (Dallocchio et
al. 2010). In addition, one of the present patients was suffering from IBD during
etanercept therapy (Original publication I). In our patient sample, there were no
cases with celiac disease. Nevertheless, CD should be screened in patient with JIA,
because of its high prevalence (Maki et al. 2003), and the potential effects on the
clinical course of arthritis (Hafstrom et al. 2001).
LNH has been considered as a nonspecific finding (Mansueto et al. 2012).
Although LNH is defined as a cluster of lymphoid nodules (e.g. over 10 in the
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duodenal bulb) in intestinal mucosa (Kokkonen 1999), there is no universal
agreement of the minimum amount of lymphoid nodules needed for diagnosis. In
JIA with gastrointestinal symptoms, the observation of lymphonodular hyperplasia
is new and effect of LNH on general immunological activity is unclear.
In the current studies, there were no differences found in the endoscopic or
histopathological features between patients and controls apart from the greater
prevalence of LNH in JIA group. Nonetheless, LNH may have effect the results of
the immunohistochemistry in the different groups. For instance, LNH in terminal
ileum has been linked with high densities of γδ T-cells in immunohistochemistry
(Kokkonen et al. 2002). It can be also debated if LNH in JIA reflects a systemic
immune reactivity such as the general propensity for intense immune reactivity
associated with certain HLA-DR genes. Because of the retrospective nature of the
data, it was only possible to exclude a potential association of LNH and HLA-B27
but not with other HLA genes. Patients with secretory IgA deficiency and a common
variable immunodeficiency show an increased presence of gut LNH (Bastlein et al.
1988) leading to the assumption that the impaired sequestration of luminal antigens
(Hooper & Macpherson 2010) in IgA deficiency by secretory IgA could predispose
lymphoid cells to interaction between antigens, leading to increase in intestinal
lymphoid tissue, lymphonodular hyperplasia.
6.6

Intestinal IELs in JIA: γδ- and cytotoxic lymphocytes

In this study, the elevation of intraepithelial γδ+ T-cell numbers in duodenal mucosa
was more prevalent in JIA subjects than in the control group (I). The levels in the
duodenal γδ+ T-cell counts in JIA were similar to those seen in CMSE (Augustin
et al. 2005a) but lower than in CD (Augustin et al. 2005a). IELs are interesting
in the context of JIA, because they are first cells on intestinal epithelial surface to
encounter foreign antigens. The pool of the inducible intraepithelial lymphocytes
increases with age in growing children when immune tolerance is evolving. Thus,
the intraepithelial lymphocyte population steadily increases with age in response to
the exposure to exogenous antigens (Cheroutre et al. 2011). While intraepithelial
γδ+ T-cells mainly expressing variable γ7, their subsets differ in how they express
the δ chain (Bonneville et al. 2010) and these subsets may have different functions.
In addition IL23 and IL17-producing γδ+ T-cells are a subset of γδ+ T-cells linked
to adult spondyloarthropathy (Kenna et al. 2012). Thus, γδ+ T-cell subsets should
be categorized more specifically if one wanted to dissect the role of intestinal γδ+
T-cells in JIA.
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In JIA, there were increased numbers of cytotoxic lymphocytes among the
IELs as assessed by GrB staining in duodenum and GrA and GrB in ileum. The
magnitude of the increase in the GRB expressing cells was close to observation in
CMSE but less than that encountered in CD, as shown in earlier studies (Augustin
et al. 2005b). In addition to potential marker of intestinal immune activation,
the increase of granzyme expression might have a pathophysiological role in the
induction of the intestinal barrier dysfunction and in local immune regulation.
Granzyme is able to promote enterocyte apoptosis and can therefore increase
the permeability of intestinal mucosa (Boivin et al. 2009). Normally, granzyme
exocytosis is well targeted but in adult rheumatoid arthritis, a leakage of the
granzyme enzymes occurs (Tak et al. 1999). Granzyme is an enzyme that is able
to cleave the extracellular matrix (Boivin et al. 2009) possibly inflicting tissue
damage. In addition, extracellular granzyme may even be a negative regulator of
inflammation through its ability to release TGF-β (Boivin et al. 2012). In the future,
should not only the number of granzyme expressing lymphocytes be evaluated,
but also one should try to detect the potential leakage of granzyme enzymes from
the immune synapse by measuring serum granzyme levels (Spaeny-Dekking et al.
1998). There is indirect evidence for the presence of the leakage of granzymes in
intestinal diseases from previous studies with CMCE and CD, which have detected
increased amounts of serum granzymes (Augustin et al. 2005a) and a correlation
of serum granzyme concentrations with the numbers of granzyme expressing IELs
(personal information by Professor Tuomo Karttunen). While the assay of serum
granzyme has been advocated as a prognostic marker in RA (Goldbach-Mansky et
al. 2005), it is important to take into account that even in RA, there might be other
sources than synovia for the increased serum granzyme concentration.
6.7

LNH and HLA-DR in JIA

There is found abnormal HLA-DR expression in small intestinal crypts, in both
JIA with gastrointestinal symptoms (IV) and in T1DM patients (Savilahti et al.
1999, Westerholm-Ormio et al. 2003). Together with the finding of lymphonodular
hyperplasia in JIA (I), one could speculate that the increased HLA-DR expressions
and LNH are a consequence of increased mucosal permeability (Picco et al. 2000).
Both LNH and cryptal HLA-DR expression in ileum were associated with the severity
of JIA. This leads to the suggestions that permeability failure (Picco et al. 2000)
or potentially decreased neutralization of luminal antigens (Hooper & Macpherson
2010) could increase the antigen dependent activation of T-cell mediated immunity
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in mucosa, even leading to the systemic activation of autoimmunity. Since mucosal
lymphoid follicles are situated in the sites of the antigen presentation (Fujimura et
al. 1992) and LNH is found simultaneously with increased HLA-DR expression
(Kokkonen et al. 2000), LNH can be considered to arise as a result of excessive
antigen stimulation.
In JIA, the grade 2 LNH in any part of gastrointestinal tract (n=12, 6 in terminal
ileum, see Results) was clearly associated with increased ESR and increased
physician`s VAS. Massive LNH in terminal ileum is a lymphoid tissue protruding
through the ileocecal valve to the cecum. This puts small intestinal lymphoid tissue
in contact with microbes of the cecum. Earlier, Glegg et al showed that small
intestinal bypass surgery, which increases the bacterial growth in small intestinal
mucosa, has been associated with development of seronegative polyarthritis (Clegg
et al. 1980). Thus, massive LNH in ileum in active JIA resembles immunologically
this phenomenon.
6.8

Potential consequences of intestinal immune activation in
pathogenesis and treatment of arthritis in JIA

The present thesis investigated intestinal markers related to the response to luminal
antigens in JIA and control groups, i.e. both groups of subjects suffering from
gastrointestinal symptoms. The JIA group showed higher prevalence of LNH,
higher numbers of granzyme positive intraepithelial lymphocytes, downregulation
of duodenal cytoprotective HSP60 and HSF1 molecules and increased HLADR expression in the ileal crypts. Moreover, a high clinical activity in JIA was
associated with massive LNH, HLA-DR expression in crypts and low expression
of mRNAs for the anti-inflammatory mediators (IL10, TGFβ and FOXP3). Because
these observations were not related to the medication, it is likely that responses
were related to microbial or nutritional antigen challenge. Malin et al reported
on JIA compared with control, increased urease activity potentially reflecting in
disturbances in intestinal anaerobic bacterial flora (Malin et al. 1996).
Interestingly, JIA patients with gastrointestinal disorders had gastrointestinal
changes resembling findings in CMSE, such as lymphonodular hyperplasia
(Kokkonen & Karttunen 2002), the increased expression of small intestinal
intraepithelial γδ+ T-cells (Kokkonen et al. 2000, Kokkonen et al. 2001) and
cytotoxic lymphocytes (Augustin et al. 2005b). The epithelial barrier defects
also found in JIA (Picco et al. 2000) often underlie food allergen sensitization
(Brandtzaeg 2010a). There were also some similarities with regard to T-helper cell
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responses in the delayed type of food allergy and active JIA. Patients with nonremitting CMSE allergy had lower numbers of peripheral blood regulatory T-cells
than patients who outgrew milk allergy (Karlsson et al. 2004). Here in active JIA,
lower levels of the mRNAs for FOXP3 transcription factor of regulatory T-cells
were found in ileum in comparison to the situation in patients with inactive JIA.
If one wishes to device strategies for preventing JIA, then the exogenous factors
interacting with JIA genetics need to be understood. Early phase food protein
allergy can potentially be reversed (Eigenmann et al. 2008) and improvements in
the condition of rheumatoid arthritis patients have been reported after the initiation
of the vegan and gluten-free diet (Hafstrom et al. 2001) In addition, fatty acids
like omega 3 acid have been claimed to be able to modulate epigenetic related to
inflammation in rheumatic diseases (Szarc vel Szic et al. 2010, Lee et al. 2012).
6.8.1 Leaking of intestinal barrier
In a previous report, patients with JIA showed increased gut permeability not related
to the medication (Picco et al. 2000). The present findings of high lymphocyte
cytotoxity and low cytoprotective activity in JIA may alter the intestinal mucosa
to barrier failure. Previously, increased intestinal permeability and barrier failure
have been linked with intestinal inflammation in other autoimmune diseases, like
T1DM (Vaarala 2011). In T1DM, the permeability of the mucous membrane of the
intestine is increased preceding the appearance of the T1DM (Bosi et al. 2006) and
permeability changes associate with ultrastructural mucosal changes (Secondulfo
et al. 2004). According to results obtained in an animal model, increased intestinal
permeability seems to be able to induce intestinal inflammation and autoimmune
beta-cell destruction (Turley et al. 2005). The increase in the permeability is a
potential cause of excessive antigen leakage and consequently increased excessive
antigen- activation on T-cells by dendritic cells (Baecher-Allan et al. 2002)
predisposing to the bystander activation and autoimmunity.
In the present study, there was a low expression of TLR2 and TLR4 in ileum
in patients with active JIA. Myles et al reported increased TLR2 and TLR4 in the
synovial fluid in patients with ERA (Myles & Aggarwal 2011). The site of TLR
expressions is important. Because of the compartmentalization in innate immune
responses, the TLR stimulus causes totally different responses in the intestinal
tract than in the synovium (Raz 2007). Thus, the current observation of low TLR2
and TLR4 in intestinal mucosa is not opposed to work with Myles & Aggarwal.
Sufficient Toll-like receptor 2 expression is important in the homeostasis of the
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intestinal barrier (Cario 2008, Cario & Gerken 2007) since it enhances epithelial
integrity (Cario 2008). The antigen leakage could effect on TLR9 responses,
because the TLR response is dependent on TLR receptor location (Lee et al. 2008).
The TLR9 promotes regulatory signaling on the apical side of epithelial cells but
proinflammatory cascades on the basolateral side (Lee et al. 2008). In animal
models, apical TLR9 stimulation promotes regulatory T-cell proliferation and
protects against arthritis (Zonneveld-Huijssoon et al. 2012). Conversely, the antigen
leakage to the basolateral part should be studied as a potential trigger of arthritis.
According to FAO/WHO workshop in 2002, probiotics are defined as “live
microorganisms which administered in adequate amounts confer a health benefit
on the host .” Probiotics function in the interaction or counteraction with intestinal
microorganisms and cross-talk of probiotics with epithelial cells give rise to
beneficial lymphoid responses and can restore intestinal permeability failure
(Francavilla et al. 2010). Malin et al, studied with indirect methods, the utilization
of lactobacillus GG to restore intestinal barrier function in JIA (Malin et al. 1997).
In this study, patients with JIA were randomly allocated to receive a freeze-dried
powder of Lactobacillus GG, or bovine colostrum for two weeks period. During
challenge blood IgA and the faecal urease activity were measured. Lactobacillus
GG therapy increased the IgA production. In addition, lactobacillus GG therapy
decreased the faecal urease, but bovine colostrum, increased faecal urease activity
transiently during challenge. The authors suggested that gut defence mechanism
is disturbed in JIA and orally administered Lactobacillus GG could reinforce the
mucosal barrier mechanisms in JIA (Malin et al. 1997).
So far, the placebo controlled trials with probiotics for arthritis have not shown
any clear effects on adult patients with spondyloarthritis (Jenks et al. 2010) or adult
chronic rheumatoid arthritis (RA) (Pineda Mde et al. 2011) but in RA some functional
improvement was observed (Pineda Mde et al. 2011). These results cannot be
generalized to JIA, especially early JIA, which may have more potential for recovery.
Thus, it can be proposed that an intervention with the probiotics should be conducted
also in JIA.
6.8.2 Potential mechanism of gut-joint axis: excess antigen
activation of intestinal lymphocyte by nonprofessional
antigens presenting cells
We found excess ileal cryptal HLA-DR activation in the JIA group compared with
controls. Epithelial cells may serve as non-professional antigen presenting cells, but
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normally cryptal epithelial cells do not present HLA-DR for T-cells. Principally,
intestinal antigen presentation occurs mainly in gut associated lymph nodes, where
dendritic cells arm activated T-cells with homing-receptors like α4β7 integrin and
CCR9 (McGhee et al. 2007). The corresponding binding molecules (MadCAM and
CCL25) in intestinal lamina propria help the circulating T-cells to settle back into
the intestinal mucosa. The heterogeneous expression of adhesion molecules like
CD44, the very late antigen-4 (VLA-4) and the lymphocytes function associated
antigen-1 (LFA-1) expressed by activated T-cells allows these cells activated in
the gut to home into the joints (Salmi et al. 1995, Fantini et al. 2009). One could
postulate that still proliferating cryptal epithelial cells may not be sufficiently
mature for the antigen presentation and immature guidance of mucosal T- cells
by these nonprofessional antigen presenting cells may evoke pathologically
heterogeneous adhesion molecule expression on T- cells, enabling them to home to
the joints (Table 5).
Table 5. Hypothesis of the role of gut in the pathogenesis of JIA (1.-7.), related findings
and future studies.
Hypothesis

Related findings; Future studies

1. Intestinal dysbiosis and ineffective defence
against intestinal microbes?

Inverse correlation between TLR2/TLR4 in
ileum and JIA activity

2. Intestinal permeability failure due to insufficient
epithelial cytoprotection?

Low intestinal HSP expression in JIA

3. Increased epithelial antigen exposure?

Altered HLA-DR expression in cryptal epithelial
cells in JIA

4. Failure in Ag-presentation by nonprofessional
Ag-presenting cells?

Correlation between cryptal HLA-DR
expression in ileum and JIA activity

5. Heterogenous expression of T cell homing
receptors?

Inverse correlation between anti-inflammatory
mediators in ileum and JIA activity

6. Abnormal homing of intestinal T-cells?

Gut derived T-cells in synovial fluid?

7. Antigen-specific T-cell activation in synovia?

Gut-derived Ags in synovium?
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6.8.3 Potential mechanism of gut- joint axis: failure in autoreactive
T-cell control
Intestinal regulatory T-cells are presented in large numbers in small intestinal
tissue. These regulatory T-cells participate probably in the development of systemic
tolerance to ensure that autoreactive effector T-cells are kept in check (Sakaguchi et
al. 2009). Intestinal lymphocytes can become hyporesponsive against an innocuous
exogenous antigen or induce a potentially harmful systemic-type productive
immunity. An imbalance between autoreactive and regulatory T helper cells is
believed to lead to the failure of T-cell to tolerate self-antigens in JIA contributing
to the synovial inflammation (Lin et al. 2011).
Therefore, we studied mRNA levels (IL17, FOXP3) of the repertoires for
mucosal T-helper cells by real time PCR. While we did not detect differences in
the transcription factors of T- helper cell between JIA and controls, an association
was found in the low ileal FOXP3 expression and activity of JIA. Similarly, the
low mRNA expression of IL10, TGFβ in the ileum was associated with a high
JIA disease activity. IL10 and TGFβ have been shown to inhibit the antigenspecific proliferative response of the T-cells in the intestinal mucosa diminishing
the expression of antigen presentation-associated molecules such as major
histocompatibility complex class II in intestinal epithelial cells (de Waal Malefyt
et al. 1991, Donnet-Hughes et al. 1995). In JIA, the HLA-DR expression in ileal
crypts was also associated with JIA disease activity. This may lead to considerations
of an abnormally high intestinal mucosal antigen presentation in JIA, leading to the
intestinal immune cells being able to cause systemic immune responses.
HSP60 in small intestinal cells has been shown to have cytoprotective and antiapoptotic functions in the animal model (Takada et al. 2010). Unfortunately, there
was not sufficient data to evaluate the association between small intestinal HSP60
expression and apoptosis related markers other than granzymes. Unfortunately,
the mRNA study (IV) had too few samples which could be subjected to the HSP
immunohistochemistry. The understanding about the significance of the present
results requires additional studied on HSPs in a variety of gastrointestinal diseases.
6.8.4 Can mucosal heat shock proteins be used to control arthritis?
The present study observed low duodenal heat shock protein expression in JIA
compared with controls. One could speculate that the low expression of HSPs
could have a role in the suboptimal induction of regulatory T-cells. It is known, that
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heat shock protein peptides can induce T-cell regulation and they have suppressive
effects on arthritis (de Kleer et al. 2010). Since the JIA autoantigen is not known,
the mucosal therapy is not possible with an autoantigen. Instead, the administration
of bystander antigens, like HSP epitopes may enhance beneficial T-cell responses.
This could be possible because HSPs are expressed during synovial inflammation
and recognized generally, independently of human leukocyte antigen background
(Wehrens et al. 2010). Thus, HSP in mucosa can induce the appropriate regulatory
T-cell pathways and dendritic cell pathways, which ameliorate the course of arthritis
(van Eden et al. 2005, VAN Eden et al. 2007).
In the context of rheumatic diseases, these immunomodulatory properties
of HSP peptides may have extremely important implications, because mucosal
introduction of HSP peptides can have beneficial T-cells responses also in synovium
(van der Zee et al. 1998). In the oligoarticular subtype of JIA, T-cell responses against
endogenously produced HSP60 are associated with a good prognosis (de Kleer et
al. 2004, de Kleer et al. 2003). In the experimental animals it was shown that heat
shock derived peptide could enhance the suppressive properties of the regulatory
T-cells in arthritis and suppress inflammation in the joints (Zonneveld-Huijssoon et
al. 2011). In rheumatoid arthritis, the administration of mucosal heat shock protein
peptides was observed to induce systemically beneficial T-cell responses although
there was only a modest response to joint inflammation (Koffeman et al. 2009).
In 2007 professor Raz suggested that mucosal innate immunity could provide
new tools in the fight against organ-specific immunopathologies. Later in 2012, Raz
et al. provided evidence for this hypothesis in a work conducted with the group of
Prakken (Zonneveld-Huijssoon et al. 2012). In a rat model of experimental arthritis,
the animals were treated with both heat shock protein derived peptide P1 and TLR9
ligands which had been demonstrated to drive regulatory T-cell responses. Nasal
administration of these peptides was able to protect animals from experimental
induced arthritis (Zonneveld-Huijssoon et al. 2012). Immunomodulation with
mucosal heat shock protein peptides are promising also in JIA, because heat
shock protein recognizing regulatory t-cells are associated with a benign course of
juvenile idiopathic arthritis (de Kleer et al. 2004).
6.9

Future aspects

Alterations have been found in the microbial species of gastrointestinal tract in adult
rheumatoid arthritis (Vaahtovuo et al. 2008). The intestinal microbiome has been
postulated to modify host immunity promoting arthritis (Scher & Abramson 2011).
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In the future, the potential interplay between bacterial species in gastrointestinal tract
and host immune system should be studied in JIA and control subjects. It is possible
to isolate the microbial DNA simultaneously with host mRNA from the intestinal
samples. Microbial analysis could be interesting, because the colonisation of ileum
with segmented filamentous bacterium has been shown to drive TH17 responses
in an animal model (Ivanov et al. 2009). In particular, segmentous filamentous
bacterial species are candidates for causing harming epithelial homeostasis because
of their ability to be in close contact with epithelial mucosal cells (Ivanov et al.
2009). The mucosal colonisation of animals with segmented filamentous bacterium
has also been shown to trigger joint inflammation (Wu et al. 2010) but functionally
identical bacterial species have not been detected in the human intestine. While in
the present study, there was no alteration in IL17 signalling compared with controls,
these results need to be viewed with caution because of the small sample size.
Therefore, intestinal microbial species and their potential effects on TH-17 T-cells
should be studied in JIA with a more extensive case series.
As in the present study with JIA patients, abnormal high HLA-DR expression
in ileal crypts is reported on delayed type of food allergy (Kokkonen et al. 2000),
T1DM (Westerholm-Ormio et al. 2003) and in adult spondyloathropathy (Cuvelier
et al. 1990). These results should be considered with respect to the potential
intestinal pathophysiological similarities between JIA and the above-mentioned
diseases. In the pathogenesis of food allergy, T1DM and spondyloarthropathy the
importance of the environmental factors during the newborn period has received
considerable attention, because mucosal immunity develops during the perinatal
period (Brandtzaeg 2010a). Patients with food allergy, IBD or T1DM have more
often been delivered by Caesarean section than control subjects (Eggesbo et al.
2003, Bager et al. 2012, Phillips et al. 2012, Malmborg et al. 2012). Similarly,
treatment with antimicrobial drugs in early childhood is associated with juvenile
Crohn´s disease (Virta et al. 2012, Shaw et al. 2011) and perinatal antimicrobial
use with T1DM (Kilkkinen et al. 2006). Since these environmental factors may
influence mucosal bacterial flora and mucosal homeostasis, the potential association
of environmental risk factors during the perinatal period should be studied also in
JIA.
The scanning electron microscope could represent a useful tool for detecting
intestinal mucosal changes in JIA. Changes in ultrastructure of small intestinal
mucosa and abnormal intestinal permeability have been reported on patients with
T1DM (Secondulfo et al. 2004). The scanning electron microscope could also
be used to detect biofilm formation from intestinal mucosal samples. Since there
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was some indirect evidence of increased antigen-mediated immune activation
in intestinal mucosa in present patients, it would be necessary to study microbeepithelial cell-contact in the same affected mucosal sites. The biofilm is one route by
which microbial populations become closely attached to epithelial sites, potentially
provoking increased antigen-mediated interactions and systemic immune reactions
in the host (Hooper & Macpherson 2010).
If one wishes to obtain an overall picture of the role of intestine in the
pathogenesis of JIA, one should evaluate simultaneously gut permeability,
intestinal inflammation, intestinal microbiological analyses and the clinical state
of JIA. The future aspect is also to discover the reliable non-invasive markers
of intestinal activation and dysbiosis of luminal microbial flora. In order to
avoid selection bias, JIA patients without gastrointestinal symptoms should be
investigated. In the future, it would be interesting to study L/M ratio (Generoso et
al. 2003) in newly diagnosed JIA patients. The L/M ratio is unspecific but a noninvasive and practicable method getting the general view of the intestinal mucosal
permeability function (Generoso et al. 2003). The intestinal permeability status
could be correlated with intestinal findings and the clinical picture of JIA. Finally, it
would be interesting to conduct the randomized placebo controlled trials to test the
benefits of long exogenous intestinal alterations in JIA e.g. by supplying probiotics
to these patients (Francavilla et al. 2010, Malin et al. 1997).
In the future, it will be necessary to study the potential migration of the
lymphocytes and intestinal antigens between the intestinal tract and the joint. In vitro,
lamina propria macrophages can bind to synovial tissue vessels (Salmi et al. 1997).
In synovitis, one can detect leukocytes with gut specific homing receptors, like α4β7
integrin in ERA and adult spondyloarthritis (Black et al. 2003, Elewaut et al. 1998),
and CCR9 in rheumatoid arthritis (Schmutz et al. 2010). In addition, the migration
and appearance of the intestinal antigens within the joint tissue by peripheral blood
monocytes can be a consequence of intestinal microbial inflammation, which
impairs the adhesion properties of these cells (Sibilia & Limbach 2002). These
findings are supported by the observation of lymphoproliferative responses to
intestinal microbial antigens in ERA synovial fluid (Saxena et al. 2006). In adult
spondyloarthritis and juvenile ERA, some patients seem to be suffering from a
form of chronic reactive arthritis (Saxena et al. 2006).
In JIA, the inhibition of HSP-induced regulatory T-cells is suspected to
decrease the levels of the anti-inflammatory cytokine IL-10 leading to the loss
of immune tolerance (Lin et al. 2011). A low expression of HSP was detected in
duodenal mucosa in JIA suffering from gastrointestinal symptoms compared with
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controls with similar kind of gastrointestinal symptoms. In this context, it would
be interesting to study not only HSP expression in mucosal sites in JIA, but also
HSP dependent T-cell responses in intestinal mucosa in JIA. One major concern
was that it was not possible to study the responses of HSPs. In the future, it would
be interesting to elucidate T-helper cell phenotypes associated with HSP expression
with immunohistochemistry or even to study T-cell responses to HSP60 derived
peptides, like P1, with flow cytometry and real time PCR analysis in cultured
biopsied mucocal samples, as conducted in the study of Puga et al (Puga Yung et
al. 2009).
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7

Conclusions

The aim was to investigate the role of intestinal mucosa in the pathogenesis of
JIA. The gastrointestinal mucosal system and its relation to the activity of synovial
inflammation were studied in JIA. As controls, we studied patients who had
gastrointestinal symptoms and required endoscopy but after the evaluation of the
findings and the clinical follow-up it was determined that these subjects did not
have any gastrointestinal disease.
1. Endoscopic examinations revealed that LNH, an accumulation of lymphoid
aggregates on the small intestinal channel, is more common in JIA than in controls.
Within the JIA group, massive LNH correlated with JIA disease activity. These
findings indicate that LNH can serve as a marker of intestinal immune activation
in JIA.
2. In JIA in comparison with controls, the counts of intraepithelial cytotoxic
IELs producing granzyme B were sigfinicantly elevated in duodenum and ileum
and granzyme A in ileum. Also a trend of an increase in intraepithelial γ/δ+ T-cell
densities in ileal mucosa was observed. These alterations in the IEL population
support the concept of abnormal intestinal immune activation in this disease.
3. With immunohistochemistry it was also shown that in JIA mucosal epithelial
cells the expression level of heat shock protein 60 and HSF1 was low. These
results provide evidence for the impairment of epithelial cytoprotection. These
findings of the increased presence of cytotoxic intraepithelial lymphocytes and low
cytoprotective HSP60 expression may partly account for a leakage in the intestinal
barrier, a common finding in JIA patients. The antigen presentation or rather, nonprofessional antigen presentation was assessed in intestinal epithelial cells by
measuring MHCII molecule, HLA-DR expression. One common finding in JIA
was the presence of HLA-DR in an abnormal site, i.e. ileal crypts. Within JIA
group compared with controls, HLA-DR expression in ileal crypts was associated
with the activity of JIA. The increased expression of HLA-DR supports the role of
immune reaction to luminal antigens in the pathogenesis of JIA.
4. The presence of LNH, the abundant HLA-DR expression and the increased
GrB expression detected in JIA, points to the presence of an overreaction toward
intestinal luminal antigens. Therefore it was decided to characterize the patterns of
cytokines and regulatory markers in JIA and controls by measuring mRNA levels
from fresh frozen small intestinal mucosal samples. There were no differences
found between the groups in the expression level of any of the studied mRNA.
However, the low mRNA levels of TLR2, TLR4, IL10, TGFβ and FOXP3 in the
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ileum associated with active disease in JIA patients. The correlation between the
clinical disease activity and low gene expression of tolerogenic mediators in the
ileum supports the proposal that a link exists between the gut immune system and
JIA.
In summary, the present study observed that signs of gastrointestinal immune
activation possibly related with luminal antigens are commonly present in children
with JIA suffering from gastrointestinal symptoms. However, examining a more
extensive case series will be necessary to confirm these findings. Although the
present patient sample was rather limited, it represents about 15 % of the JIA
patients in our region, suggesting that these preliminary conclusions about the
overall significance of gastrointestinal immune activation in JIA are justified.
The accumulating evidence for the important role of gastrointestinal alterations
in JIA makes the use of the term “idiopathic” as a descriptor of JIA somewhat
questionable. The proposal that intestinal antigens may provoke autoimmune
cascades in JIA should be studied also in patients not suffering any gastrointestinal
symptoms. Finally, the present findings open prospects for new strategies in the
prevention and treatment of JIA.
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